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For a long time, homogeneous catalysis was almost synonymous with transition metal 
catalysis,
[1]
 with a small niche reserved to biocatalysis.
[2]
 Things have changed very much 
in recent years. Since about the year 2000, the organocatalysis has grown rapidly to 
become one of the most important fields in organic chemistry.
[3] 
In organocatalysis, the 
catalyst is a small organic molecule, often with chiral properties. Homogenous catalysis is 
now definitely extended with this third subject. 
One of the main reasons for the success of organocatalysis is that it overcomes some of the 
limitations of transition metal catalysis and biocatalysis, thus becoming an ideal 
complement. Most transition metal catalysts are rather expensive. A number of them also 
have stability concerns, in particular with water (or moisture) and oxygen. Many metals are 
moreover poisonous, leading to the need for caution to handle toxic waste and expensive 
purification due to the strict requirements for pharmaceutical products.
[4]
 Enzymes 
(biocatalysts) are not stable under many synthetic conditions and are difficult or expensive 
to obtain in large quantities.
[5] 
They might also have a narrow substrate range and may be 
difficult to tune to the desired product. Compared with transition metal catalysts and 
enzymes, the advantages of organocatalysts include their lack of sensitivity to moisture and 
oxygen, their ready availability, low cost, and low toxicity, which confers a huge direct 
benefit in the production of pharmaceutical intermediates. Because of these advantages, 
organocatalysis has become a wide range of research area over the last decade.
[6]
 It is now 
generally accepted that organocatalysis is one of the main branches of enantioselective 
synthesis, and a useful tool in the catalysis toolbox. Since 2000, the organocatalysis field 
has grown exponentially from a handful of publications in 2001 to more than 1200 in 2011, 
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and in parallel, the number of citations have also increased up to 40000 last year. The 
labels “golden age”
[7]
 and “golden rush”
[8]
 have been applied to organocatalysis, and many 
researchers from academia and the chemical industry have entered this field. Most research 





Scheme 1.1 Selected typical chiral catalysts used in organic catalysis. 
 
A selection of typical organocatalysts is shown in Scheme 1.1. Proline is a chiral amino 
acid, which as such or in the form of a derivative (I), catalyzes aldol and related C-C bond 
formation reactions.
[9] 
Cinchona alkaloids such as quinine (II), which has been abundantly 
used as a chiral base
[10]
 or as a chiral nucleophilic catalyst,
[11]
 have served as the basis for 
many highly enantioselective phase-transfer catalysts. The planar chiral DMAP derivative 
(III)
[12]
 is extremely selective in several nucleophilic catalysis. Although contains a 
ferrocene moiety, it is often regarded an organocatalyst because its “active site” is the 
pyridine nitrogen atom. Chiral thiourea derivatives (IV)
[13]
 have enabled excellent 
enantioselectivity. Phosphoric acid derivatives (V)
[14] 
have been used for the activation of 
the substrate via hydrogen bonds, and imidazole derivatives (VI)
[15] 
have also been applied 
to highly enantioselective reactions. 
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Organocatalysis has developed greatly, but there are still uncertainties regarding 
mechanistic details. The full understanding of these mechanisms would be surely 
beneficial for process improvement. Computations studies help to mechanistic 
understanding, but their application in organocatalysis has been so far to a certain extent 
limited.
[16]
 This thesis is devoted to the mechanistic study of three organocatalytic 
reactions. General knowledge on each of the reactions is described briefly in the rest of this 
section.  
 
1.1.1 Lewis-acid catalysis for Friedel-Crafts reactions 
 
The Friedel-Crafts (FC) reaction is one of the oldest organic transformations to employ 
Lewis acid as promoters. The reaction was discovered in 1877 when Charles Friedel and 
James Mason Crafts isolated amyl-benzene after the treatment of amyl chloride with AlCl3 
in benzene (Scheme 1.2).
[17]
 Now these reactions have become important both in 
fundamental research and industrial application, and one of the most powerful C-C bond 
forming reactions in organic synthesis.
[18] 
There are two main types of Friedel–Crafts 
reactions: alkylation reactions and acylation reactions, both preceded by electrophilic 
aromatic substitution. They become very useful tools for the synthesis of numerous 
aromatic compounds. Over the intervening years, many Lewis acids including BF3, BeCl2, 
TiCl4, SbCl5 or SnCl4 have been described as catalysts for the FC reaction.
[19] 
Furthermore, 
strong Brønsted-acids including sulfuric acid, hydrofluoric acid or super acids such as 
HF•SbF5 and HSO3F•SbF5 have also been shown to accelerate this transformation.
[20]
 With 
the need for more environmentally and economically benign processes, the development of 
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Water is one of the simplest molecules with Brønsted–acid capabilities. The coordination 
of water molecules to the carbonyl function in Diels–Alder reactions
[21]
 and Claisen 
rearrangements,
[22]
 resulted in the enhancement of the reaction rate. The multiple role of 
water in organocatalytic reactions has been recently discussed.
[23]
 However, as far as we 
know, the direct involvement of a water molecule in the chiral metal-containing Brønsted–
acid catalysis has been rarely reported so far.
[24]
 In this line, Carmona and co-workers 
disclosed the use of the water adduct of the chiral iridium fragment (
5
–C5Me5) Ir {(R)–
Prophos} (Prophos = propane–1,2–diylbis(diphenylphosphane) (labeled as 1) as the chiral 
Brønsted–acid catalyst (Scheme 1.3) for the Friedel–Crafts (FC) reaction between ethyl 
3,3,3-trifluoromethylpyruvate and indole at low temperature. We are interested in the 
mechanism of this reaction, and we will try to evaluate the catalytic roles of the metal 
complex and water molecule in this reaction.  
It can be argued that the presence of a transition metal atom invalidates the consideration 
of this process as organocatalysis. However it must be mentioned that the transition metal 
does not bind directly with the substrate, but acts exclusively as support for the water 
molecule. The metal complex plays indeed a critical role both a reaction facilitator and as 
source of chirality, but in none of these roles the presence of a transition metal atom is 
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1.1.2 Proline catalysis 
 
L-proline and its derivatives are perhaps the organocatalyst that has been most successfully 
applied until now. The natural L-form is usually used, but proline is available in both 
enantiomeric forms. This induces an asset when compared to enzymatic catalysis.
[25]
 
Compared with other amino acids, proline is the only natural amino acid showing the 
genuine secondary amine functionality. Thus, the nitrogen atom of proline has a higher 
pKa value than other amino acids and features an enhanced nucleophilicity. In all, proline 
can be used as a nucleophile with carbonyl compounds or a Michael acceptor to form 
either an iminium ion or an enamine. In these reactions, the carboxylic function of the 
amino acid acts as a Brønsted acid, indicating that the proline is a bifunctional catalyst. In 
this thesis, we will study the intramolecular aldol reaction using L-proline derivative as 
catalyst. 
 
1.1.2.1 Development of the intramolecular aldol reaction catalyzed by proline 
derivatives 
 
Proline was first investigated as a small molecule catalyst in the Hajos-Parrish-Eder-Sauer-
Wiechert reaction (Scheme 1.4). In 1970, L-proline-catalyzed intramolecular aldol 
cyclizations were studied in the synthesis of optically pure starting materials for the CD 
rings of steroids (Scheme 1.5).
[26]
 Later, Hajos and Parrish isolated the hydrindane dione 3 
in an early proline-catalyzed intramolecular aldol cyclization.
[27]
 Although they got 
encouraging results, the field did not expand until the 1990’s, when a large interest in 
proline as a catalyst was rekindled. In particular, in 1997 Barbas and co-workers
[28]
 
investigated this reaction again for the synthesis of the Wieland-Miescher ketone (5) 
(Scheme 1.6). This problem is not fully solved yet, and has been recently treated by the 
group Bonjoch,
[29]
 who has reported a highly efficient enantioselective synthesis of 
Wieland-Miescher ketone using N-Ts-(Sa)-Binam-L-prolinamide as the organocatalysts 
under solvent-free conditions and benzoic acid, see Scheme 1.7.  
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Scheme 1.4 L-proline catalyzed Hajos-Parrish-Eder-Sauer-Wiechert reaction. 
 
 
Scheme 1.5 Steroid. 
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1.1.2.2 Enamine mechanism  
 
The mechanism of intramolecular aldol reaction catalyzed by proline has been 
computationally studied by Houk,
[30]
 who proposed in collaboration with experimental 
groups, what can be labeled as Houk-List model, or enamine mechanism.
[31]
 The original 
study of this process by Houk is summarized in Scheme 1.8.
[30]
 All energies are referred to 
that of the transition state of the favored mechanism D. Mechanism E, corresponding to the 
uncatalyzed reaction is 10.7 kcal/mol above mechanism D, thus confirming the catalytic 
role of proline. The first mechanism in the Scheme (Mechanism A) is the nucleophilic 
attack of exocyclic enol ether to a carbinolamine in order to displace the catalyst, originally 
proposed by Hajos and Parrish.
[27]
 This mechanism A should proceed through a 
carbinolamine intermediate that it is actually higher than the transition state for the 
uncatalyzed reaction (12.7 vs 10.7 kcal.mol
-1
), and must be thus discarded. The second 
mechanism in the Scheme (Mechanism B) is a variation of the first also suggested by 
Hajos and Parrish.
[27]
 It involves simultaneous proton transfer and nucleophilic attack by 
an enaminium, assisted by the carboxylate. The corresponding transition state has an 
energy of 29.0 kcal.mol
-1
 and mechanism B must be also discarded. The third mechanism 
in the Scheme (Mechanism C) had been suggested by Agami,
[32]
 and involves a second 
molecule of proline in the proton transfer process from the carboxylic acid. This 
mechanism can be discarded from the experimental data. List and coworkers reported the 
evidence of the absence of nonlinear effects in these reactions, indicative of a one-proline 
mechanism.
[31b]
 From a computational point of view, mechanism C would be disfavored by 
the entropic penalties associated with the involvement of an extra molecule of proline. The 
fourth (Mechanism D) is the favored one. It involves an enamine intermediate with 
concerted C-C bond formation and proton transfer from the carboxylic acid group to the 
carbonyl acceptor and is the energetically favored. A key species in this mechanism is the 
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Scheme 1.8 The four mechanisms analyzed by Houk for the Hajos-Parrish reaction 
together with the uncatalyzed reaction. Relative energies (E + ZPE, kcal.mol
-1
; ZPE=zero-
point energy) in solvent are in kcal.mol
-1
. Reproduced from reference [30]. 
 
1.1.2.3 Oxazolidinone mechanism 
 
An alternative to the enamine mechanism has been proposed for the intermolecular aldol 
reaction that was originally reported by List, Lerner and Barbas.
[33]
 This alternative to the 
Houk-List
[30b, 31b, 34, 35]
 model has been proposed by Seebach and Eschenmoser.
[36] Both 
mechanisms are presented in Scheme 1.9. The Houk-List mechanism represented in the 
inner circle goes through enamine d, while the Seebach-Eschenmoser alternative follows 
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the outer circle and goes through a bicyclic oxazolidinone g. There is still no unanimity on 
the scientific community about which is the operative mechanism. Seebach proposal was 
based on the existence of NMR detections of oxazolidinones reported by the groups of 
List
[31a]
 and Blackmond group.
[37]
 More recently, Gschwind
[38]
 detected and characterized 
enamine intermediates in proline-catalyzed aldol reactions for the first time experimentally 
and showed the direct formation of enamine carboxylic acids from oxazolidinones in 
dimethylsulfoxide solvent. The presence of oxazolidinone intermediates is also by NMR, 
IR and other kinetic measurements.
[36, 31a, 37a, 39]
 However, the fact that oxazolidinone can 
be formed in the media does not mean that the reaction has to go through it. In a more 
recent report, List and co-workers presented an elegant structural characterization of a 
series of proline enamines, engendering considerable impetus in favor of the enamine 
mechanism in proline catalysis.
[35]
 Based on these experimental results, the Sunoj group
[40]
 
computed the mechanistic possibilities involving the enamine and oxazolidinone pathways 
for the proline catalyzed self-aldol reaction of propanal, see Scheme 1.9. They found out 
that the Houk-List model is more effective toward rationalizing the experimentally 
observed enantio- and diastereoselectivities than the Seebach-Eschenmoser. It seems clear 
that the enamine mechanism is operating in at least some case, but there is still not 
sufficient evidence to discard the oxazolidinone mechanism for all cases.   
 
 
Scheme 1.9 Mechanistic possibilities involving the enamine (Houk-List model, black 
colour) and oxazolidinone (Seebach-Eschenmoser model, red colour) pathways. 
Reproduced from reference [40a]. 
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This mechanism dichotomy is however not relevant for the work reported in this thesis. 
We will deal with an intramolecular aldol reaction that takes place without base additives 
in this step. As the Seebach-Eschenmoser mechanism needs a base to be operative, we 
will discard it in our studies, and we will concentrate on the Houk-List mechanism. Thus, 
we will consider a mechanism that goes consecutively through carbinolamine, iminium and 
enamine intermediates. 
 
1.1.3 Chiral phosphoric acid catalysis 
 
BINOL-derived phosphoric acid esters have become powerful chiral Brønsted acid 
catalysts in many enantioselective reactions. They constitute a series of strong, sterically 
tunable acids, and have found a wealth of applications. One of the best examples of this 
type of process is the asymmetric Mannich reactions investigated by Akiyama and 
coworkers (Scheme 1.10).
[41]
 The proven catalytic effectiveness of HBF4 in the Mannich 
reaction, led these authors to try phosphoric acid esters of BINOL fragments with 
nitrophenyl substituents, because of their low pKa (~1.3), cyclic structure, and the 
availability of the chiral source. The results were successful both in terms of yield and 
selectivity. About the same time, Terada and co-workers reported
[42]
 a similar catalyst 
based on the phosphoric acid esters of BINOL fragments with phenyl substituents. Their 
optimized catalyst provides the high enantioselectivity and yield for the direct Mannich 
reaction of N-Boc imines, eliminating the hydrogen bond required by Akiyama´s catalyst, 
and providing a more practical, easily cleavable protected amine without prior nucleophile 
formation (Scheme 1.11). After Akiyama and Terada´s results, chiral phosphoric acids 
















 and allylboration of aldehydes.
[50]
 It is 
a rapidly growing area of green catalysts. 
In 2010, Rueping and Lin
[51]
 reported the synthesis of trans-fused furanobenzopyrans 
(labeled as 10 in Scheme 1.12) through inverse-electron-demand (IED) [4+2] 
cycloaddition of ο-hydroxybenzaldimines with 2,3-dihydro-2H-furan (DHF) catalyzed by 
chiral N-triflylphosphoramide. In the same year, Fochi and co-workers reported the 
synthesis of cis-fused furanobenzopyrans (labeled as 9 in Scheme 1.12) obtained through 
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an analogous reaction, but catalyzed in this case by chiral phosphoric acid.
[52]
 The same 
reactants and slightly different catalysts produced different diastereomers of the product. 
We are interested in the origin of this different behavior, so we will analyze the topic in 
this doctoral thesis. 
 




Scheme 1.11 Terada´s enantioselective Mannich reaction.
[42] 
 
Scheme 1.12 Reaction of o-hydroxybenzaldimines with 2,3-dihydro-2H-furan(DHF) 
catalyzed by (S)-BINOL-derived phosphoric acid and N-triflylphosphoramide.
[51,52] 
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1.2 Computational methods for organocatalysis 
 
In the course of this thesis, we have used mostly standard methods. The particular details 
for each system are given in each chapter. In this section, we present a brief summary of 
the DFT and DFT/MM methods we have used to compute the energy, followed by 
discussions on specific technical approaches applied in different chapters that have been 
highlighted because they may be less well known or to dispel possible confusions. 
 
1.2.1 Energy evaluation with DFT and DFT/MM methods 
 
All computational analysis starts from the calculation of the energy, and for this we have 
used in most cases density functional theory (DFT). Density functional theory (DFT) is a 
computational method that derives the properties of the molecule based on its electron 
distribution. Modern formulations of DFT are based on the Hohenberg–Kohn theorem. In 
the last two decades, DFT has become the most widely used quantum chemical 
method
[53,54]
 in chemistry and physics. No exact functional of general application has been 
so far found, and because of this, research activity continues in functional development. 
DFT lacks the strong hierarchy of expected quality of results that is present on Hartree-
Fock based methods. A classification can nevertheless be made based on the criteria of 
Perdew et al., who categorized their development into five rung functionals, as called 
“Jacob’s ladder”.
[55]
 The five rungs of this ladder are:  
(1) Local density approximation (LDA). The basic approximation is the local density 
approximation (LDA) which considers that the energy depends only on the density, but 
not on its gradient or higher order derivatives. This LDA approximation was first 
proposed by Dirac in 1930.
[56]
 The local spin-density approximation (LSDA) included 
the electron spin dependence in the description,
[57]
 and was designed for systems with 
unpaired electrons. These functional are good for solid state physics, but limited in the 
reproduction of chemical properties. 
(2) Generalized gradient approximation (GGA). In these functionals, the density functional 
depends on the density and on the density gradient. The approximation is more 
complex than that of the LDA functionals. Functionals following the GGA formalism 
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typically improve the results obtained with LDA functionals, in particular in the 
calculation of chemical properties. Their performance is however limited in a number 
of cases, for example when accurate descriptions of Van der Waals interactions are 
needed.
[58]
 They bring no significant improvement for calculations in the solid state.
[59]
 






(3) Meta-GGA approximation. In this approach the energy dependence is extended to 
include the second derivative of the density, that is, the Laplacian, as well as the kinetic 





(4) Hybrid approximation. This is a very popular class of functionals, which combines the 
exchange-correlation term of the GGA, or meta-GGA, approximation with a part of the 
Hartree-Fock exchange. Hybrid GGA functionals have been widely used because they 
bring a significant improvement over the GGA functionals in a number of cases. The 
most popular hybrid functional is B3LYP. Truhlar and coworkers have developed a 
suite of hybrid meta-GGA density functionals including M06, M06HF, M062X, M05, 
and M052X.
[65]
 Hybrid Meta-GGA functionals are now increasingly used in chemical 
modeling, because some of them appear to describe accurately molecular systems 
containing weak interactions (such as van der Waals interactions). 
(5) Non local functionals. The energy dependence can be extended beyond the terms 
described above. There is work on the development of these functionals, but none of 
them has reached so far a widespread use.   
A significant methodological development that has gained widespread application in recent 
years but stays out of this classification is the introduction of dispersion corrections. In 
addition to mixing the HF-exchange into a given density functional, the extended hybrid 
functionals developed by Grimme and co-workers include a fraction of the MP2 
correlation energy calculated with hybrid DFT orbitals.
[66]
 In the revisions of Gaussian09 




Different functionals have been used throughout this thesis. In particular, we have applied 
the hybrid GGA functional B3LYP, and the hybrid Meta-GGA functionals M06, M062x 
and B97D. 
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Quantum Mechanics (QM) methods grow computationally demanding as the system size 
increases. A solution to the problem of computational cost for large systems is the use of 
different descriptions for different regions of the system. The combination of QM 
(Quantum Mechanics) and MM (Molecular Mechanics) in QM/MM methods is 
particularly interesting. In an ideal case, it allows the investigation of large and 
complicated systems at a reasonable cost while still yielding the necessary accuracy. The 
idea is to apply a quantum molecular method to the most important part (chemically 
relevant, or difficult to describe) of the molecule, and a molecular mechanics method to the 
rest of the system. In this thesis the ONIOM method,
[68]
 a subtractive QM/MM scheme, 
has been used.  
 
1.2.2 Specific approaches used in this work 
 
1.2.2.1 Evaluation of isomer population and enantiomeric excess  
 
According to statistical thermodynamics, in an equilibrium situation involving low 
interconversion barriers, the fraction of total molecules in a given isomeric form can be 























   (1.1) 
In Eq. (1.1), the left hand side ip  is the fraction of total molecules in isomeric form i , Gi is 
the energy of isomer i , ni, nj are numbers of molecules in a given isomeric form, R is the 




 and T is the temperature in K. Q is the 
partition function. 
Simple mathematical manipulations allow to simplify the formula above moving from 
absolute, in principle large, Gi values to relative ones Gi. , where the energy is referred to 
that of the most stable isomer, as shown in Eq. (1.2),  
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An analogous reasoning can be applied to the relationship between transition state energies 
and reaction selectivity. In this case, there is kinetic control, and we have to make the 
reasonable assumption that the relative population of two different products is related to 
the population of the transition states leading to them. This approach, which is exact for 
simple mechanisms with parallel paths to each of the two products differing only in the key 

































      (1.3) 
In this case S is the major enantiomer, and R is the minor one, and the extended 
summations account for the possibility than more of one pathway leads to each of the 
enantiomers. GSi, GRi are relative transition state energies. All have to be referred to the 
same origin of energies, which can be the reactant, or the lowest energy transition state. 
 
1.2.2.2 Calculation of the free energy in solution 
 
In this thesis, the free energy in solution is calculated in most cases through Eq. (1.4): 
 
                                        )()()()( solgasgassol EEGG 
     
(1.4) 
 
)(solG  is the free energy in solution, )(solE is the potential energy in solution, )(gasG  is the free 
energy in gas phase, )(gasE is the potential energy in gas phase. This procedure was 
followed because the direct evaluation of frequencies in solution was not available in the 
early part of the thesis. The entropic contributions had to be thus calculated in gas phase, 
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and it was assumed that they would be the same in solution. In some of the most recent 
calculations, we have applied the formally more elegant approach of computing directly 
the free energy corrections in solution. These cases are indicated in the text. 
 
1.2.2.3 Basis set superposition error (BSSE) 
 
When the atoms of interacting molecules (or of the different parts of the same molecule) 
approach one another, their basis functions overlap. If the basis set is not perfectly 
balanced, electrons may move from the more “base-poor” part to the more “base-rich” 
region, in a computational artifact that will wrongly overstabilize the system. This is the 
basis set superposition error (BSSE). In the dimer, basis functions on one monomer 
compensate for the basis set incompleteness on the other monomer. Through the BSSE 
effect, the dimer will be lowered in energy and the strength of the bond overestimated.  
One of the most popular methods to reduce BSSE is the counterpoise (CP) correction,
[69] 
which is briefly described here. In mathematical terms, the uncorrected interaction energy 









    (1.5) 
Where the subscripts denote the basis used, the superscripts denote the geometry, and the 




the energy of the bimolecular complex AB evaluated in the full basis set ab, computed at 
the geometry of the full system. Likewise, fragments A and B are each evaluated at their 
own geometries in their own basis sets. 















The relationship between both expressions can be decomposed in two parts, one 

















       (1.7) 
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 monomer A in the dimer basis ab, )(AE
A
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monomer B in the dimer basis ab, )(BE
B
b
 monomer B in its monomer basis b.   















Organocatalysis is an increasingly important field in chemistry, its contributions to the 
field of asymmetric synthesis being particularly important. Further developments in the 
field will be substantially helped by an improved mechanistic understanding, and we 
consider that computational chemistry can assist in bringing this improved understanding. 
This thesis has the following objectives: 
- Evaluate the performance of DFT and DFT/MM methods for the reproduction of 
experimental enantiomeric excess values in organocatalytic processes. These methods have 
proved its value in the field of transition metal catalysis, and it is important to see how they 
work in organocatalytic systems and identify the possible pitfalls. 
- Analyze the mechanism of the Friedel–Crafts (FC) reaction between ethyl 3,3,3-
trifluoromethylpyruvate and indole catalyzed by water plus the iridium complex (
5
–
C5Me5) Ir {(R)–Prophos} (Prophos = propane–1,2–diylbis(diphenylphosphane) reported by 
Carmona and co-workers. Is it an organocatalytic process or is the iridium center 
interacting with the substrates? How is enantioselectivity transmitted from the diphosphane 
ligand to the reaction center? 
- Study the intramolecular aldol reaction leading to Wieland-Miescher ketones catalyzed 
by N-Ts-(Sa)-binam-L-prolinamide in the presence of carboxylic acids reported by 
Bonjoch and co-workers. What is the difference between proline and prolinamide as 
catalysts? What is the role of the carboxylic acid co-catalyst? What is the origin of 
enantioselectivity? 
- Clarify the mechanism for the [4+2] cyclization reaction between o-hydroxybenzaldimine 
and 2,3-dihydro-2H-furan leading to furanobenzopyrans catalyzed by phosphoric acid 
derivatives. What are the key interactions ruling the selectivity? Why do seemingly similar 
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catalysts such as a (S)-BINOL-derived phosphoric acid ester and an N-
triflylphosphoramide derivative of a (S)-BINOL ester produce different selectivities?  
- Provide qualitative explanations for the origin of selectivity in each of the systems 
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Asymmetric Friedel-Crafts hydroxyalkylation of indoles 
catalyzed by chiral Brønsted-acids 
 
2.1 Experimental background 
 
Chiral Brønsted-acid catalysis is a rapidly growing area of organocatalysis.
[1]
 The H–bond 
donating ability of the catalysts are usually increased by means of electron–withdrawing 
substituents.
[1a,d,g]
 Metal containing substituents have been rarely employed to this end. In 
this respect, Sodeoka and Hamashima reported that chiral cationic Pd aqua complexes 
catalyze the C-C bond forming reaction between enolates and carbon based electrophiles in 
a highly enantioselective manner.
[2]
 And Yamamoto et al. reported that the coordination of 
binols to SnCl4 enhances the acidity of the former, rendering active Brønsted-acid catalysts 
for the enantioselective protonation of silyl enol ethers and biomimetic cyclization of 
polyprenoids.
[3]
 In this line, Carmona and co-workers disclosed the use of the water adduct 
of the chiral iridium fragment (
5
–C5Me5) Ir {(R)–Prophos} (Prophos = propane–1,2–
diylbis(diphenylphosphane)
[4]
 (labeled as 1) as chiral Brønsted–acid catalyst (Scheme 2.1) 
for the Friedel–Crafts (FC) reaction between ethyl 3,3,3-trifluoromethylpyruvate and 
indole at the low temperature (Scheme 2.2). 
 
 
Scheme 2.1 Brønsted-acid catalyst 1. 
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Scheme 2.2 Catalytic Friedel–Crafts reaction (experimental data from Prof. Carmona 
group) . 
 
Water is one of the simplest molecules with Brønsted–acid capabilities. The coordination 
of the water molecules to the carbonyl function in Diels–Alder reactions
[5]
 and Claisen 
rearrangements
[6]
 results in the enhancement of the reaction rate. The manifold role of 
water in some organocatalytic reactions has been extensively discussed.
[7]
 However, as far 
as we know, the direct involvement of a water molecule in chiral metal-containing 
Brønsted–acid catalysis has been rarely reported so far.
[2]
 Therefore, based on Prof. 
Carmona group experimental results, we carried out a computational study on the 
mechanism of this reaction (Scheme 2.2) and evaluated the catalytic role of the metal 
complex and water in this reaction.  
 
2.2 Computational details 
 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite 
of programs
[8]
 with the M06 functional.
[9]
 Geometries were fully optimized using the 
Stuttgart/Dresden ECPs (SDD) basis set
[10]
 for Ir, while the polarized 6-31G(d)
[11]
 basis set 
was used for all remaining atoms C, O, P, N, F, and H. The natures of the stationary points 
as minima or transition states were confirmed by frequency calculations at the 
experimental temperature -78
0
C. The connectivity between the transition state and the 
associated minima was confirmed by a combination of intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) 
calculations (in the region near the transition state) and geometry optimization (connecting 
the final point of the IRC to the local minimum). Solvation effects were introduced through 
single-point calculations based on the optimized gas phase geometries using SMD 
model
[12]
 at the M06 level with the SDD basis set for Ir, and 6-31+G (d) basis set for all 
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remaining atoms. Dichloromethane (dielectric constants of 8.93) was used as solvent. The 
potential energies in solution were taken directly from the SCRF calculation, and the free 
energies in solution were obtained from the additional introduction of the gas phase 
entropy corrections (refer to 1.2.2.2).  
 
2.3 Free energy profile of the model system 
 
In order to save computing resource, at the beginning we use the model system (Scheme 
2.3) for a mechanistic study. On the reactant 2-t, the only change was the replacement of 
an ethyl group of the pyruvate by a methyl group. This should have a minor electronic 
effect, but helps the calculation by reducing the conformational complexity. The changes 
in the catalyst 1-t were more substantial. The pending phenyl groups of the diphosphine 
were replaced by hydrogen atoms and the methyl groups of the Cp* ligands were also 
replaced by hydrogen atoms. This reduced substantially the cost of the calculations.  
The computed free energy profile is reported in Figure 2.1. Optimized structures are 
shown in Figure 2.2. The methyl 3,3,3-trifluoromethylpyruvate 2-t approaches initially the 
catalyst-model 1-t to form ADD1-t, and two hydrogen bonds are formed between 
hydrogen atoms of the iridium-bound water molecule and the oxygen of the pyruvate 
carbonyl, with distances of 1.76 Å and 1.89 Å. ADD1-t is 3.4 kcal.mol
-1
 above the 
separate reactants, reasonable because of the entropy loss associated to the bimolecular 
process. Afterwards, the approach of indole 3 to ADD1-t results in barrierless formation of 
species ADD2-t, with a relative free energy of 5.2 kcal.mol
-1
. In ADD2-t, the carbon-
carbon bond is already formed (1.57Å), and a hydrogen atom is transferred from the water 
molecule (O-H, 1.63 Å) to a carbonyl of the pyruvate (O-H, 1.01 Å). There is no barrier 
associated to the formation of ADD2-t from ADD1-t plus indole, the process takes place 
spontaneously in our gas phase geometry optimization. ADD2-t is an ion pair between an 
anionic metal complex and the protonated product. The evolution from ADD2-t to the 
products goes through transition state TS1-t. In TS1-t, a hydrogen atom is transferred 
from the indole (C-H 1.29 Å) back to the metal complex (O-H 1.37 Å). TS1-t is 7.9 
kcal.mol
-1
 above the separate reactants. This is the highest free energy in the whole process 
and is consistent with the experimental observation of a fast process. TS1-t evolves 
towards ADD3-t (Figure 2.1), where the Friedel-Crafts product is weakly bound to the 
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catalyst through hydrogen bonds (1.74 Å and 1.92 Å). ADD3-t is 11.8 kcal.mol
-1
 below 
the separate reactants. Separation of the product 4-t and regeneration of the 1-t catalyst is 










Figure 2.1 Energy profile for the (S)-product reaction in the model system. Relative free 
energies in solution are given in kcal.mol
-1
.  
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Through the discussion of the model system, the process of this reaction is stepwise. The 
first step is the formation of a C-C bond together with the transfer of a proton from water 
molecule to the substrate. The second step is the rate determining one, which is the transfer 
of a proton from the substrate to the hydroxyl group to regenerate a water molecule. Based 




Figure 2.2 M06 optimized structures of adducts ADD1-t, ADD2-t, ADD3-t, and transition 
state TS1-t. Selected distances are given in Å (some H atoms are omitted for clarity). 
 
2.4 Free energy profile of the real system 
 
The free energy profiles for the reaction leading to the (S)-product and the optimized 
structures involved in this reaction are shown in Figure 2.3. The pathway of the real 
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system is similar to that of the model system. The chiral Brønsted acid 1 and pyruvate 2 
form a hydrogen-bond complex ADD1, which is stabilized mainly by two favorable 
hydrogen bonding interactions (both O...H distances are 1.86Å). In ADD2, the carbon-
carbon bond is already formed (1.56Å), and a hydrogen atom is transferred from the water 
molecule to a carbonyl of the pyruvate. There is no barrier associated to the formation of 
ADD2 from ADD1 plus indole. ADD3 is formed through STS1-1. A hydrogen atom is 
transferred from the indole back to the metal complex in STS1-1. Distances for the 
hydrogen being transferred are C-H 1.29 Å and O-H 1.39 Å. And two “OH….O” hydrogen  
 
 
Figure 2.3 Energy profile for the (S)-product reaction in the real system at -78
0
C. 
Selected distances are given in Å; relative free energies in solution are given in kcal.mol
-1
. 
(Some H atoms are omitted for clarity).  
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Figure 2.4 M06 optimized structures of two possible structures for adduct between metal 
complex and the ester reactant. Selected distances are given in Å; relative free energies in 
solution are given in kcal.mol
-1
. (Some H atoms are omitted for clarity). 
 
bonds are present with distances 1.95 Å and 1.91 Å. STS1-1 evolves towards ADD3, 
where the Friedel-Crafts product is weakly bound to the catalyst through two hydrogen 
bonds (1.69 Å and 2.14 Å). ADD3 is 12.2 kcal.mol
-1
 below the separate reactants. 
Separation of the product 4 and regeneration of the catalyst 1 is favorable in the free 
energy scale; the overall exergonicity of the whole process is 13.8 kcal.mol
-1
. STS1-1 is 
the rate-determining transition state for the investigated reaction.  
We also consider an alternative mechanism with the involvement of the other proton from 
the water molecule, which could make another hydrogen atom of water molecule transfer 
to the ester. This alternative pathway would go through adduct ADD1´, which is presented 
in Figure 2.4 together with the corresponding adduct ADD1 in the path discussed above. 
The structures are qualitatively similar, and the computed energy difference between them 
is 1.1 kcal.mol
-1
 because of different hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bonds are stronger in 
ADD1 than ADD1´. Based on our calculations, we discarded other mechanistic 
possibilities. 
Based on the research of the model and real system above, the catalytic role of the metal 
complex seems to be the modulation of the acid/base properties of the coordinated water. 
This water has to be acidic enough to transfer a proton to the pyruvate-indole pair, but the 
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resulting hydroxyl group has to be basic enough to deprotonate the resulting intermediate. 
Similar electronic balances seem to be at play in the substrates. Most probably, the 
presence of the two electron–withdrawing groups, CF3 and CO2Et, on the pyruvate 
carbonyl, precludes direct pyruvate coordination to the metal accompanied by water 
substitution. However, the carbonyl pyruvate group is nucleophilic enough to establish 
hydrogen–bonding interactions with one of the water protons, becoming activated for the 
nucleophilic attack of the indole.  
 
2.5 Stereoselectivity of transition state TS1 
 
The introduction of the real substituent in TS1 creates a variety of possible isomers, which 
have to be analyzed.
[13]
 So we tackled next problem of enantioselectivity from a 
computational point of view. We can classify the conformations according to the four 
structural dichotomies described in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5 Four conformational dichotomies in the definition of the structure for transition 
state TS1 in the real system. 
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The structure of STS1-1 (Figure 2.3) is such that the ester substituent in the newly created 
stereogenic center is acting as the acceptor and donor of weak hydrogen bonds (1.91 Å and 
1.95 Å) from the hydroxyl group bound to the metal, and as such its position is fixed in 
that direction. As a result, the trifluoromethyl group can point either to the front (CF3-
front) or to the back (CF3-back) in the representation described in Figure 2.5. In this same 
representation, the indole group can be placed to the right (indole-right) or to the left 
(indole-left) of this stereogenic carbon. Of course, the combination of the position of CF3 
and indole will define the stereochemistry (R or S) of the newly formed stereocenter. There 
are however two other sources of conformational complexity that must be taken into 
account: the position of the phenyl part of the indole (phenyl-front or phenyl-back), and the 
arrangement of the diphosphine backbone (backbone-up or backbone-down). The 
combination of the four dichotomies results in 16 possible isomers of this transition state, 
which were optimized. Their relative energies are summarized in Table 2.1. There are also 
other conformational complexities associated to the arrangement of the phenyl groups 
(edge or face) with respect to the Ir-P bonds, or to the involvement of the other hydrogen 
atom of water in the network of hydrogen bonds. They were also analyzed, and the results 
presented here correspond only to the most stable arrangement in each case, as shown in 
Figure 2.6.  
The relative energies in Table 2.1 are given with respect to the most stable isomer of the 
transition state, STS1-2. Only the isomers closer in energy to the most stable one will 
contribute to the overall reaction. And there is a clear separation in the energies; there are 
five structures within a span of 2.6 kcal.mol
-1
, the next one having a relative energy of 4.3 
kcal.mol
-1
. So we used these five most stable isomers, RTS1-4, RTS1-8, STS1-1, STS1-2 
and STS1-6, to obtain a computed enantiomeric excess at the experimental temperature of 
-78 ºC. This results in a value of 82% ee in favor of the S enantiomer. The proper product 
is predicted, and the computed enantiomeric excess is close to the experimental result of 
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Figure 2.6 All possible isomers and relative free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in solution of 
transition states STS1, RTS1 between ethyl 3,3,3-trifluoroethylpyruvate 2 and indole 3. 
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Table 2.1 Computed relative free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in solution and conformational 
identity of the different forms of TS1. 
 
Label Energy CF3 Indole Phenyl Backbone 
RTS1-1 5.1 Back Right Back Up 
RTS1-2 8.8 Back Right Front Up 
RTS1-3 5.0 Front Left Back Up 
RTS1-4 0.8 Front Left Front Up 
RTS1-5 10.3 Back Right Back Down 
RTS1-6 4.3 Back Right Front Down 
RTS1-7 6.9 Front Left Back Down 
RTS1-8 2.6 Front Left Front Down 
STS1-1 0.5 Front Right Back Up 
STS1-2 0.0 Front Right Front Up 
STS1-3 6.9 Back Left Back Up 
STS1-4 5.1 Back Left Front Up 
STS1-5 6.3 Front Right Back Down 
STS1-6 1.5 Front Right Front Down 
STS1-7 7.1 Back Left Back Down 
STS1-8 5.9 Back Left Front Down 
 
The visual analysis of the computed structures is not trivial; the qualitative analysis of the 
nature of the most stable isomers is informative. In four of the five most stable isomers, 
both CF3 and phenyl are in the front arrangement. This means that CF3 and phenyl point 
away from the phosphine, and fits well with the intuitive view that CF3 and phenyl are the 
bulkier substituents at the pyruvate and indole moieties, respectively, and that the 
phosphine side is more sterically hindered than the cyclopentadienyl side in the iridium 
complex. It must be also noticed that the most stable conformations going to the (S)-
product (STS1-2) and to the (R)-product (RTS1-4) agree in all the conformational labels 
but in the indole orientation, which is right for the S isomer, and left for the R isomer. This 
indicates that the right orientation of pyruvate (in the orientation in Figure 2.6) is more 
sterically hindered than the left orientation. This correlates well with the presence of the 
extra methyl substituent in the diphosphine in this right-hand side, which brings more 
steric pressure to this part of the system. Therefore the combination of electronic and steric 
effects places the substituents at the new stereogenic center being formed in a particular 
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arrangement, deciding the configuration of the product, in a form reminiscent of what 





Figure 2.7 Two views of the optimized structure of transition state STS1-2 (some H atoms 
are omitted for clarity). 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Two types of π-π interactions in the geometry of transition state STS1-2 (some 
H atoms are omitted for clarity). 
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The most stable isomer STS1-2 is shown in Figure 2.7. There are hydrogen bonds (O...H 
distances of 2.00 Å and 1.88 Å) between pyruvate and hydroxyl group of catalyst, but there 
are not key to enantioselectivity, as they are also present in isomers going to the R product. 
π-π interactions among aromatic groups of STS1-2 play in this case the key role. The π-π 
interaction between aromatic groups are the most important noncovalent interactions, and 
influence the stability of many compounds.
[14,15]
 In the structure of STS1-2 (Figure 2.8), 
we have highlighted as part 1 and part 2 are the “edge-face” T–shaped geometries, and part 
3 is the parallel-displaced interactions between the aromatic rings. These π-π interactions 
contribute to make the STS1-2 structure the most stable one among all the conformations 




We have characterized the mechanism of the Friedel–Crafts (FC) reaction between ethyl 
3,3,3-trifluoromethylpyruvate and indole catalyzed by iridium complex plus water using 
M06 method, and explained the catalytic role of the metal complex and water in this 
reaction. The mechanism of this reaction is stepwise, the first step is the formation of a C-
C bond together with the transfer of a proton from water molecule to the substrate; the 
second step is the rate determining one, which is the transfer of a proton from indole to the 
-OH moiety of the water molecule. The catalytic role of the metal complex is the 
modulation of the acid/base properties of the coordinated water, and the water molecule 
acts as a proton donor and acceptor. We have been also able to explain the origin of the 
stereoselectivity of the process, which is a result of a subtle combination of the non-
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Chapter 3  
 
Mechanism for the enantioselective synthesis of a 
Wieland-Miescher ketone 
 
3.1 Experimental background 
 
The Wieland-Miescher (W-M) ketone (Scheme 3.1) is a key intermediate for many 
reactions, for example in the synthesis of terpenoids and steroids.
[1]
 The first example of 
synthesis of a W-M ketone type compound was reported by Wiechert
[2]
 and co-workers, 
who used a proline catalyst for intramolecular aldol cyclizations. But the low 
enantioselectivity of the reaction required recrystallization steps to achieve the 
enantiomerically pure W-M ketone, with a subsequent drop in overall yield.
[3]
 The efficient 
preparation of Wieland-Miescher ketone-type compounds with high enantioselectivity is 
thus a challenging problem in organic chemistry. In an attempt to address this issue, the 
Bonjoch
[4]
 group reported a highly efficient and enantioselective synthesis of a W-M 
ketone using N-Ts-(Sa)-Binam-L-prolinamide 1 as the organocatalyst, under solvent-free 
conditions and the assistance of benzoic acid. The key step is a Robinson annulation 
reaction, as shown in Scheme 3.2., where it corresponds to the conversion from 3 to 4. The 
reaction requires 1 mol% triethylamine as the base in the initial Michael process and 1 
mol% of N-Ts-(Sa)-binam-L-prolinamide 1 and 2.5 mol% of benzoic acid in the 
intramolecular aldol process. We were interested in the mechanism of the intramolecular 




Scheme 3.1 Wieland-Miescher ketone. 
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3.2 Mechanistic landscape of the intramolecular aldol reaction 
 
The mechanism of the intramolecular aldol reaction catalyzed by proline has been studied 
by Houk and co-workers,
[5]
 who proposed a mechanism through a combination of 
calculation and experiment.
[6]
 The previously controversial mechanism (see Scheme 1.8) 
of aldol reaction catalyzed by proline was thus solved. Scheme 3.3 shows the proposed 
pathway by Houk for the (S)-proline catalyzed cyclization. The first step is the formation 
of a planar iminium structure. Then an enamine intermediate is formed through the 
intramolecular deprotonation by the carboxylate group in the iminium structure. The 
subsequent step is the C-C bond formation. After the formation of the C-C bond, the 
hydrolysis of iminium is achieved in a series of easy steps that lead to the release of the 
aldol product together with the recovery of the catalyst. In Houk´s study, the 
carbinolamine, iminium, and enamine formation are three important steps before C-C bond 
formation, as shown in Scheme 3.4, the predicted free energies relative to reactants of 
transition states for the carbinolamine, iminium, and enamine formation steps are 17.0, 
15.3, 26.2 kcal.mol
-1
 at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.  
Our system is the intramolecular aldol reaction (from 3 to 4 in Scheme 3.2). The 
experiment shows that this step occurs without base additives, we can only consider the  
Houk-List model (see 1.1.2.2),
[8,5b,6b]
 where the enamine intermediate is formed from the 
iminium, not from oxazolidinone (about the oxazolidinone aldol alternative, refer to 
section 1.1.2.3). Based on the results above, we carried out computational studies of the 
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mechanism of intramolecular aldol reaction of triketone catalyzed by prolinamide. We also 




Scheme 3.3 Proposed pathway by Houk for the (S)-proline catalyzed cyclization. 





Scheme 3.4 Transition states of the carbinolamine, iminium and enamine formation steps 
in the proline catalyzed intramolecular aldol reaction of Houk´s paper.
[5] 
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3.3 Computational details 
 
In the first part of the study, concerning the general mechanism, all geometry optimizations 
and frequency calculations were performed with the B3LYP
[9]
 functional as implemented 
in the Gaussian 09.
[10]
 The 6-31G(d) basis set was used for every atom. Frequency 
calculations were carried out at the same level to confirm the nature of each stationary 
point as either a minimum or a transition state (TS). In this system, the most difficult part 
of the study is to search the most stable geometries for each intermediate and transition 
state. Monte Carlo Multiple Minimum (MCMM)
[11]
 conformational searches were used to 
search the conformation in the Macromodel program
[12]
 with the MM3 force field.
[13]
 For 
each species, 10 structures were selected and recalculated at the B3LYP level. For the most 
stable geometries, the M062x
[14]
/6-31+G(d,p) single point energies were calculated based 
on the B3LYP optimized structures. The effect of solvation was incorporated by using the 
SMD
[15]
 model. The “UltraFine” grid
[16]
 was used in the M062x calculations to minimize 
integration grid errors. Experiments report that the main solvent is 3 (Scheme 3.2), but we 
could not find the dielectric constant of this compound. We consider that 3 and 
cyclohexanone are structurally similar, so we consequently chose cyclohexanone as the 
solvent to study the solvation impact. An error of a few units in the dielectric constant 
would have after all a very minor effect in the computation results. The free energies in 
solution are taken from the introduction of gas phase free energy corrections (refer to 
section 1.2.2.2). 
In the second part, we examined the enantioselectivity, and we used a more refined 
method. After a method calibration (see below), we settled down on a reoptimization of the 
key transition states anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS geometries using a B97D
[17]/
/6-31G(d)  
method, followed by single point calculations with B97D6-31+G(d,p)(smd, 
cyclohexanone). We also corrected the final energies for BSSE (basis set superposition 
error).
[18]
 In particular, we evaluate the BSSE associated with the cleavage of the C-N bond 
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3.4 Results and discussion 
 
3.4.1 Choice of a computational model 
 
The mechanism proposed by Houk is based in the use of proline as catalyst. Both the 
amine and the carboxylic functions are attached to the same carbon and they play a key 
role in the catalysis. In Bonjoch's system, the catalyst is prolinamide plus benzoic acid. The 
fact that there is no carboxylic group attached to the carbon bearing the amine creates a 
first question on what is the nature of the active catalyst. We have tried four different 
models, presented in Scheme 3.5. In model1, prolinamide is the catalyst; model2a and 2b 
are protonated prolinamides and the two models differ on the protonation site. In model3, 
the catalytic system is composed by the neutral prolinamide with the external assistance of 




Scheme 3.5 Different catalyst models. 
3.4.2 Enamine formation process with every model  
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3.4.2.1 Enamine formation process with model1  
 
In model1, only N-Ts-(Sa)-Binam-L-prolinamide was considered as a catalyst, without the 
assistance of acid. As shown in Figure 3.1, the first step is the C-N bond formation. The 
catalyst N-Ts-(Sa)-Binam-L-prolinamide attacks the acyclic carbonyl group of the 
triketone to form a C-N bond. A proton is transferred from the NH group of the 
prolinamide to the carbonyl of the triketone. The transition state model1_1 is located with 
23.2 kcal.mol
-1
 free energy, and then the carbinolamine intermediate model1_2 is formed. 
The second step is the formation of an iminium. Model1_2 is in equilibrium with 
model1_3. Subsequently, the intermediate model1_5 is formed with a barrier of 16.3 
kcal.mol
-1




Figure 3.1 Enamine formation process with model1 and free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 relative 
to the reactants. Selected distances are given in Å. Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), single 
point energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
atom of prolinamide and a hydroxyl group of the substrate. After the formation of iminium 
intermediate, the next step is the formation of enamine. The enamine is formed through an 
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intramolecular deprotonation process, and the nitrogen atom of prolinamide gets a proton 
from the methyl group. The free energies of transition states of the carbinolamine, 
iminium, and enamine intermediates formation are 23.2, 25.3 and 29.2 kcal.mol
-1
 relative 
to the reactants, respectively. The most difficult step is the formation of enamine with 29.2 
kcal.mol
-1 
free energy, which is quite high, so we will consider the role of benzoic acid. 
 
3.4.2.2 Model2a and model2b 
 
We consider two acid assisted catalyst models, see Figure 3.2. The first one is model2a 
where the acid protonates the nitrogen atom of the prolinamide to form a quaternary 
ammonium cation. The second one is model2b where the acid protonates the carbonyl of 
prolinamide to form an iminium cation. Model2b is 17.1 kcal.mol
-1
 lower than model2a, 
so we choose model2b to study the enamine formation process. Regarding the chemical 
equilibrium, shown in Figure 3.3, for model2b, the protonated side of the equilibrium is 
27.3 kcal.mol
-1
 higher than the non-protonated side, showing the difficulty of the formation 
of model2b. Because of this high energy, model2b is also unlikely, but we computed the 
corresponding mechanism for the sake of completion. 
 
3.4.2.3 Enamine formation process with model2b 
 
As shown in Figure 3.4, the free energies of transition states of the carbinolamine, 
iminium, and enamine intermediates formation are 11.7, 7.1 and 17.8 kcal.mol
-1
 above the 
separated reactants. The most difficult step is the formation of enamine, which proceeds 
through the transition state model2b_7 with a large barrier of 29.2 kcal.mol
-1
 (from 
model2b_6 to model2b_7). This large barrier shows that this step is energetically 
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Figure 3.2 Geometries of model2a and model2b, and free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 relative 








  molkcalGGGGG benzoatebeldbenzoicacieprolinamidBinam  
 
Figure 3.3 Chemical equilibrium and free energy of prolinamide, benzoic acid, model2b 
and benzoate. Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone 
M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
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Figure 3.4 Enamine formation process with model2b, and free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 
relative to the reactants. Selected distances are given in Å. Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), 
single point energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
 
3.4.2.4 Enamine formation process with model3 
 
We then investigated the role of benzoic acid, and designed benzoic acid as co-catalyst. 
Results are summarized in Figure 3.5. The first step is the C-N bond formation process. 
The catalyst prolinamide attacks the acyclic carbonyl group of the triketone to form the C-
N bond with an associated proton transferred from benzoic acid to the oxygen atom of 
carbonyl. Two transition state configurations are located through the C-N bond formation 
(trans vs cis). The one depicted in Figure 3.6 is the trans isomer, which is the most stable 
one with a free energy of 17.5 kcal.mol
-1
 above the reactants. The trans nature of the 
favored isomer is probably due to the steric repulsion between naphthyl groups of 
prolinamide and dione in the cis geometry. The second step is the iminium formation. 
Intermediate model3_2 is in equilibrium with intermediate model3_3. The system evolves 
to intermediate model3_5 via transition state model3_4. In transition state model3_4, with 
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a relative energy of 21.3 kcal.mol
-1
, a water molecule is formed by the binding of a 
hydrogen atom of the benzoic acid and a hydroxyl group of the substrate. After the 
formation of iminium intermediate model3_5, the system evolves toward the formation of 
enamine. Enamine is formed through an intramolecular deprotonation process. There are 




Figure 3.5 Enamine formation process with model3 and free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 relative 
to the reactants. Selected distances are given in Å. Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), single 
point energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p).  
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benzoate moiety gets a proton from the methyl to form the enamine model3_8 with a 
barrier of 10.4 kcal.mol
-1
. Pathway b shows a H2O assisted process. This process locates 
the transition state model3_9, where the benzoate moiety gets a proton from the water 
molecule, and the water molecule gets a proton from the methyl group to form the 
enamine. The free energies of the transition states of pathway a and pathway b are 
respectively 18.5 and 25.6 kcal.mol
-1
. This difference of energy indicates that the enamine 
is preferentially formed without the assistance of water. The energies of transition states of 
the carbinolamine, iminium, and enamine intermediates formation are 17.5, 21.3 and 18.5 
kcal.mol
-1
. The iminium formation step is the most difficult one among these three steps. 
The energy demands are thus moderate, and compatible with experiment. We settled thus 





Figure 3.6 Cis and trans geometries of the carbinolamine transition state of model3 and 
free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 relative to the reactants. Selected distances are given in Å. 
Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
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3.4.3 C-C bond formation process with model3 
 
After the enamine intermediate formation, the next process is the C-C bond formation. The 
enamine attacks the carbonyl of the dione to form the C-C bond. As depicted in Figure 
3.7, there are two different pathways. Pathway c is going with benzoic acid as co-catalyst, 
whereas pathway d is not assisted by benzoic acid. In pathway c, the proton goes from the 
benzoic acid moiety to the carbonyl oxygen atom of dione with the formation of a C-C 
bond. A six-membered chair ring is formed through the transition state model3_11 with a 
free energy of 20.0 kcal.mol
-1
. However, in pathway d, the C-C bond formation and the 
proton migration steps are not simultaneous processes. First the enamine attacks the 
carbonyl of the dione to form a C-C bond through the transition state anti_re_TS with the 
free energy of 17.3 kcal.mol
-1
, which is lower than model3_11. Therefore, the C-C bond 
formation step should proceed through anti_re_TS transition state. After the formation of 
model3_15, the proton transfer follows. This step also involves two alternative pathways. 
In pathway d1, the NH group of prolinamide transfers a proton to the carbonyl oxygen 
atom of the dione via transition state model3_16 to arrive to the model3_17 intermediate, 
which has a free energy of 8.8 kcal.mol
-1
. In pathway d2, the benzoic acid transfers a 
proton to the carbonyl oxygen atom of dione to produce model3_12 directly without 
energy barrier. Model3_12 is more stable than model3_17, so this process should proceed 
through model3_12. In all, the C-C bond formation process is going through the formation 
of the C-C bond and the proton transfer in two separate steps. The C-C bond is formed 
without benzoic acid as co-catalyst, and the proton is transferred to the carbonyl oxygen 
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Figure 3.7 C-C bond formation process with model3 and free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 
relative to the reactants. Selected distances are given in Å. Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), 
single point energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
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3.4.4 Hydrolysis process with model3 
 
After the formation of the C-C bond, the hydrolysis of the iminium model3_12 
intermediate is achieved in a series of easy steps that leads to the release of the aldol 
product and the recovery of the prolinamide and benzoic acid. As shown in Figure 3.8, 
these steps are analogous with the formation of carbinolamine and iminium intermediates, 
but in reverse order. Model3_12 rearranges to model3_18, and then a water molecule 
offers a proton to the benzoate moiety and a hydroxyl group to the iminium, resulting in 
transition state model3_19 with an energy barrier of 17.2 kcal.mol
-1
. Model3_20 is in 
equilibrium with model3_21. The last step is the regeneration of prolinamide and benzoic 
acid, and the release of the product. The carboxylate group gets a proton from the hydroxyl  
 
 
Figure 3.8 Hydrolysis process with model3 and free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 relative to the 
reactants. Selected distances are given in Å. Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), single point 
energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
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group of model3_21, as the prolinamide catalyst moves away from the aldol product. The 
transition state for this process, model3_22, has a free energy 15.9 kcal.mol
-1
 above the 
separate reactants. The highest energy transition state during the hydrolysis process is 
model3_19, 17.2 kcal.mol
-1
 above reactants. This is lower than the energies required for 
enamine formation, and the hydrolysis step does not have thus kinetic relevance. 
. 
3.4.5 Overall reaction scheme with model3 
 
Following the discussion above, we propose a complete mechanism of the intramolecular 
aldol cyclization reaction in Figure 3.9. The highest energy corresponds to the transition 
state model3_4 for the formation of the iminium intermediate with a free energy of 21.3 
kcal.mol
-1
 above the reactants. Model3_4 is thus the rate-determining transition state. The 
stereochemistry-determining step is the C-C bond formation through transition state 
anti_re_TS. Benzoic acid is present on transition state model3_4 and has thus an effect on 
the rate of the reaction. However, it is absent from transition state anti_re_TS, and has 
thus no role on the enantioselectivity. This is fully consistent with the experimental data 
reported in Table 3.1. Changes in the nature of carboxylic acid affect the reaction rate, but 
not the enantiomeric excess. In this reaction, the carboxylic acid plays an important role in 
the proton transfer processes, whereas prolinamide catalyst determines the 
stereoselectivity. 
 
Table 3.1 Screening of different acids (experimental data from Prof. Bonjoch group) 
Entry Acid pKa Time/d Yield ee% 
1 benzoic 4.2 5-6 97 90 
2 4-chlorobenzoic 4.0 5 91 90 
3 formic 3.77 3 97 90 
4 2-fluorobenzoic 3.27 3 97 90 
5 2-chlorobenzoic 2.94 3 94 89 
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Figure 3.9 The whole pathway with model3 and relative free energies in kcal.mol
-1
 
relative to the reactants. Selected distances are given in Å. Geometry B3LYP/6-31G(d), 
single point energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
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3.4.6 Enantioselectivity of this reaction 
 
The stereochemistry-determining step (C-C bond formation step) has two main isomers 
(anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS), each one has many conformations. We combined Gaussian 
09 with Macro model to search their most stable geometries. As shown in Figure 3.10, the 
two six-membered rings (red and black colour) prefer the chair conformation, one oxygen 
atom of dione forms two hydrogen bonds with two NH bonds of the prolinamide, 




 electrostatic interactions. In anti_re_TS and 
syn_si_TS geometries, the C=C bond attacks the carbonyl group of dione to form the six-
membered chair ring. The carboxylic acid is absent, in agreement with its lack of effect on 
enantioselectivity. The anti_re_TS geometry is more stable with 4.5 kcal.mol
-1
 than 
syn_si_TS, which would favour anti_re_TS structure with almost 100% enantiomeric 




Figure 3.10 Structures of anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS (some H atoms are omitted for 
clarity). Relative free energies in kcal.mol
-1
, selected distances are given in Å. Geometry 
B3LYP/6-31G(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone M062x/6-31+G(d,p). 
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overestimates by 2 kcal.mol
-1
 compared with the expected energy difference. Because of 
this, we tried to refine the method in order to improve the quantitative agreement. 
 
Table 3.2 Relative free energies (ΔG) [kcal.mol
-1
] between anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS 
geometries at the different theory levels.  
isomer method1 method2 method3 method4 method5 
ΔG(syn_si_TS-
anti_re_TS) 
4.5 5.1 4.1 3.2 2.8 
ee value 99.9% 100% 99.8% 99.1% 98% 
           method1: Geometry B3LYP/6-31g(d), single point energies in solution M062x/6-31+g(d,p). 
           method2: Geometry B3LYP/6-31g(d), single point energies in solution B97D/6-31+g(d,p). 
           method3: Geometry M062x/6-31g(d),  single point energies in solution M062x/6-31+g(d,p). 
           method4: Geometry B97d/6-31g(d),  single point energies in solution  B97d/6-31+g(d,p). 
           method5: Geometry B97d/6-31g(d),  single point energies in solution  B97d/6-31+g(d,p), BSSE B97d/6-31+g(d,p)  
                           in gas phase. 
 
An obvious limitation of our initial set of calculations is the limited introduction of 
dispersion effects. They are absent from the geometry optimization, and introduced only 
through the M062x method in single point calculations. Dispersion may be important to 
describe properly the interaction between the substrate and the sulphonamide and naphthyl 
groups of binam, which should be important in enantioselectivity. Another more subtle 
limitation is that we have not considered basis set superposition error (BSSE). After all, we 
have the interaction between two fragments, and in these cases BSSE should be important.  
In order to address these limitations, we evaluated the additional methods depicted in 
Table 3.2. We optimized the anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS geometries using methods 
including dispersion (M062x and B97D), and we introduced BSSE. As shown in Table 
3.2, the best result is provided by method 5, B97D optimization with a posteriori BSSE 
correction, with an ee value of 98%. The experiment group can get 97% ee value when 
using 2.5 mol% prolinamide and 1 mol% benzoic acid.
[4a]
 The ee value with method 5 is  
close to the experimental results. The introduction of dispersion effects in the course of the 
geometry optimization has the relevant side effect of introducing two new conformers to 
the discussion. During the search of anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS geometries using method 
5, we found two other geometries (anti_re_TS_2 and syn_si_TS_2), which are also 
depicted in Figure 3.11. They are more stable than anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS for this 
particular combination of substrate and catalyst. The main difference between the 
anti_re_TS and anti_re_TS_2 geometries is in the orientation of SO2R group. Joint 
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consideration of these four structures (anti_re_TS, anti_re_TS_2, syn_re_TS and 
syn_re_TS_2) leads to an ee value of 97%, very consistent with the experiment result. In 
the next section, we will use these four geometries (anti_re_TS, anti_re_TS_2, 
syn_re_TS and syn_re_TS_2) to discuss the effect of different sulfonamide groups on the 




Figure 3.11 The views of anti_re_TS, anti_re_TS_2, syn_si_TS and syn_si_TS_2 (some 
H atoms are omitted for clarity). Relative free energies in kcal.mol
-1
, selected distances are 
given in Å. Geometry B97D/6-31g(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone B97D/6-
31+G(d,p), including BSSE B97d/6-31+G(d,p) corrections in gas phase. 
 
Once we reproduce the experimental result in terms of enantiomeric excess, it is important 
to understand the reason why the origin of this enantioselectivity. From the examination of 
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the structures in Figure 3.11, this origin is not clear. The hydrogen bonds play an obvious 
role in the shape of this transition states, as they are rather strong, but there is not a clearly 
pattern connecting the O...H distances to the stability of the transition states. Moreover, 
there is no obvious non-bonding interaction, either repulsive or attractive, between groups 
in substrate and catalyst that can explain in a simple way the discrimination between the 
diastereomeric transition states.  
We approached the problem by carrying out the energy decomposition analysis outlined in 
the thermodynamic cycle in Figure 3.12. The idea is to separate the system in two 
fragments, catalyst and substrate, and to have a quantitative measure of how distorted they 
are and how strongly they interact. The analysis is complicated by the presence of a double 
bond between the two fragments. We solved this problem by having the C=N bond present 
in both fragments, being capped in each case by two hydrogen atoms, marked in pink in 
the Figure. These hydrogen atoms were optimized in the calculations, but the rest of the 
atoms were kept at the positions they have in the transition states. The discussion is limited 
to potential energies, as they capture already the main changes, and avoid computational 
artifacts related to the artificial fragmentation of the system. For the sake of simplicity, we 
will limit the discussion to the comparison of two structures: anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS. 
As discussed above, they are not the most stable conformations for this particular system, 
but they follow the general trend, and they are the most stable ones in other examples that 
will be discussed in the next section.  
The results of this energy decomposition analysis are summarized in Figure 3.12. 
Fragment A, the prolinamide fragment, is practically unchanged in the two transition 
states, being only 0.4 kcal.mol
-1
 more stable in anti_re_TS (ΔEDIST(A) is 0.4 kcal.mol
-1
). 
For fragment B, the substrate, the energy difference, ΔEDIST(B) is 2.9 kcal.mol
-1
, much 
larger. The interaction energies cannot be evaluated independently, but completing the 
thermodynamic cycle we obtain an ΔEINT(syn)-ΔEINT(anti) of 1.1 kcal.mol
-1
. 2.9 plus 0.4 
minus 1.1 yields the 2.2 kcal.mol
-1
 difference in potential energy that exists between the 
two transition states. This result is remarkable; the direct interactions between substrate 
and catalyst would favour the major enantiomer. The key is in the distortion terms that are 
significantly larger in this major enantiomer. The asymmetry in these distortions terms 
contains in our opinion the key to the explanation. The most important term is ΔEDIST(B),  
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Figure 3.12 Schematic structures and relative potential energies of anti_re_TS, syn_si_TS 
and the A and B fragments of them relative to the anti_re geometries. Geometry B97D/6-
31g(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone B97D/6-31+G(d,p). The energy 
decomposition diagram used is also presented. 
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with ΔEDIST(A) being much smaller. This means that the A fragment, the catalyst, is 
practically rigid. This is consistent with the known structural features of the binaphthyl 
group. The B fragment, with its two fused six-membered rings is in contrast more flexible, 
and distorts to obtain a better interaction with the catalyst. To understand this distortion we 
examine again the structure of the transition state. There are two regions of contact 
between catalyst and substrate. The first of them is the C=N double bond, the second are 
the two hydrogen bonds between the acidic N-H groups in the catalyst and the oxygen 
developing a negative charge in the substrate. In the rigid structure of the catalyst, both 
interactions are pointing to precise regions in the space, and the substrate distorts to allow 
for these interactions. This distortion is smaller in the case of anti_re_TS, and this is why 
it leads to major product.  
The origin of enantioselectivity in this particular system is therefore not in the interaction 
of a particular region of the catalyst with a particular region of the substrate, but in the 
rigidity of the catalyst. This rigidity of the catalyst favors a certain arrangement of the 
substrate that leads to the major product.  
 
3.4.7 Impact of the substituents in the catalyst on the enantioselectivity 
 
As shown in Figure 3.13, the R groups on the prolinamide have an effect on the ee values 
obtained for a related reaction where an allyl group in the reactant is replaced by a methyl. 
We computed the key transition states for these systems with the methods outlined above. 
The ee values of our computational studies are presented in Table 3.3. All of our results 
overestimate the ee value compared with the experimental results, but the energy order is 
consistent with the experimental results.  
As we were able to reproduce the trends, we repeated the energy decomposition analysis 
presented in the previous section for these new catalysts in order to check if the origin of 
enantioselectivity was the same. This could help the experimental group to design new 
sulfonamide ligands that could give better ee values. The energy decomposition analysis is 
presented in Table 3.4. Two groups can be clearly distinguished in the results reported in 
this Table. Systems 5, 6, 7, 8 follow the same trend outlined above for the model system. 
The distortion energy ΔEDIST(B) is larger than the other energy terms, while ΔEDIST(A)  of 
them is small, which means that the fragment A of these system is rigid. Therefore, the 
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origin of the enantioselectivity for systems 5, 6, 7, 8 comes from the differences in the 
distortion of fragment B. The explanation is thus the same outlined above; the rigidity of 
the catalyst is the key to enantioselectivity. This is fully consistent with the similar 
experimental enantioselectivity for these systems. All these catalysts follow a same pattern 
in terms of rigidity. And there are then some minor differences which favor rigidity in the 
case of the bulky naphthyl substituent on sulfur, or the presence an electron-withdrawing 
nitro group favoring stronger hydrogen bonds.  
Systems 9 and 10 follow, in contrast, a different pattern. The energy differences between 
anti_re_TS and syn_si_TS come mostly from the interaction energies (ΔEINT(syn)-
ΔEINT(anti)), so the origin of the enantioselectivity of them comes from the interaction 
between the fragments. This is a more conventional situation in enantioselective catalysis. 
We will analyze the reason for this behavior in detail in the case of system 10, which is 
more extreme than 9. As shown in Figure 3.14, in anti_re_TS geometry of system 10, the 
C=O group of the dione has three interactions, one with the NH bond and two with methyl 
groups of prolinamide, the O...H distances being 1.70, 2.58 and 2.46 Å, respectively. In 
contrast, in syn_si_TS geometry, the C=O group only interacts with a NH bond and a 
methyl group of prolinamide, O…H distances being 1.71 and 2.22 Å, respectively. The 
anti structure has thus more attractive interactions between fragments A and B than the syn 
structure. This is the reason for the enantioselectivity in system 10. The mechanism 
operating in systems 5 to 8, based on the rigidity of the catalyst, is thus absent in system 
10. ΔEDIST(A) of system 10 is larger than the other systems, which means that fragment A 
(prolinamide) is less rigid. The reasons are clear when examining the structure, the absence 
of the second N-H unit makes the structure more flexible, as there is no constrain 
associated with this second hydrogen bond. The case of 9 is more subtle, but the absence of 
the SO2R group gives also more flexibility. It is therefore clear that the key to high 
enantioselectivity in these prolinamide systems is in the rigidity of the binam fragment, 
which should not be reduced if one wants to keep selectivity. This is why systems 9 and 10 
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Figure 3.13 Screening of modified Binam-prolinamide catalyst (experimental data from 
Prof. Bonjoch). 
 
Table 3.3 Relative free energy ΔG (kcal.mol
-1
) between anti_re_TS, anti_re_TS_2, 
syn_si_TS and syn_si_TS_2 geometries with different R groups. Geometry B97D/6-
31g(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone B97D/6-31+G(d,p), including BSSE 
B97d/6-31+G(d,p) corrections in gas phase. 
isomer 5 6 7 8 9 10 
anti_re_TS 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
anti_re_TS_2 0.0 0.7 0.6 - - - 
syn_si_TS 4.3 3.6 4.6 2.9 2.6 0.7 
syn_si_TS_2 4.7 4.3 3.5 - - - 
ee value 100% 100%   100% 99% 98% 42% 
experimental 
ee value 
90% 94% 94% 86% 81% 36% 
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Table 3.4 Relative potential energies of anti_re_TS, syn_si_TS for the different R group 
and the A and B fragments of them relative to the anti_re geometries. Geometry B97D/6-
31g(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone B97D/6-31+G(d,p). 
 5 6 7 8 9 10 
ΔEDIST(A) 0.6 0.4 1.9 0.3 -0.8 -2.6 
ΔEDIST(B) 3.7 3.5 3.6 2.8 0.9 -0.8 
ΔEINT(syn)-ΔEINT(anti) -1.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.6 3.0 3.9 






Figure 3.14 The most stable transition geometries of system 10 (some H atoms are omitted 
for clarity). Relative free energies in kcal.mol
-1
, selected distances are given in Å. 
Geometry B97D/6-31g(d), single point energies in cyclohexanone B97D/6-31+G(d,p), 
including BSSE B97d/6-31+G(d,p) corrections in gas phase. 
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The N-Ts-(Sa)-binam-L-prolinamide catalyzed intramolecular aldol reaction leading to 
Wieland-Miescher ketones has been investigated with density functional theory. We have 
been able to clarify the mechanism of the reaction with prolinamide. It follows the general 
trends of the mechanism with proline, with the important caveat that the presence of a 
carboxylic acid as co-catalyst is mandatory in the initial steps of the reaction, in particular 
for the formation of the iminium intermediate. In contrast, the carboxylic acid has no effect 
on the enantioselectivity, as it departs the system after enamine formation, and is absent in 
the transition state leading to C-C bond formation, where the enantioselectivity of the 
reaction is decided. The origin of the enantioselectivity of the reaction has been also 
clarified. It is based on the rigidity of the catalyst, which has two anchoring points for the 
substrate, the C=N double bond in the enamine intermediate, and the N-H...O hydrogen 
bonds between catalyst and substrate. The substrate has to distort to bind properly to these 
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Mechanism of [4+2] cycloaddition reaction catalyzed by 
chiral phosphoric acid derivatives 
 
4.1 Mechanistic landscape of chiral phosphoric acid–catalyzed 
reaction 
 
BINOL-phosphoric acid derivatives are well-known catalysts with excellent yield and 
enantioselectivity in many organic reactions as indicated in Chapter 1. Computational 
studies for the organocatalytic reactions of BINOL-phosphoric acid have been carried out 











 Chiral phosphoric acid derivatives bearing both Brønsted acidic and 
Lewis basic sites allow for bifunctional catalysis to activate simultaneously both 
electrophiles and nucleophiles, as indicated in Scheme 4.1. These phosphoric acid 
derivatives may interact with substrates in different ways, and each of them may affect 
enantioselectivity: (i) formation of hydrogen bonds with one of the phosphoric acid 
oxygens, (ii) formation of hydrogen bonds with two of the phosphoric acid oxygens, in 
what has been labeled as dicoordination, (iii) non-covalent interactions between the 
substrate and the phosphoric acid substituents. A strong hydrogen bond will almost always 
be present, but it will not be able to induce enantioselectivity by itself. This will be thus 
caused by either a second hydrogen-bond interaction or non-covalent interactions with the 
substituents.  
In this chapter, we will study a reaction catalyzed by chiral phosphoric acid derivatives that 
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4.2 [4+2] cycloaddition reaction 
 
N- and O-containing heterocyclic compounds are prominent in nature and exhibit a wide 
range of interesting biological properties, including antihypertensive and anti-ischemic 
behavior.
[6]
 4-aminobenzopyrans (see Scheme 4.2) and their derivatives have drawn 
considerable attention in the last decade as the modulators of potassium channels 
influencing the activity of the heart and blood pressure.
[7]
 Owing to the importance of the 
benzopyran framework, their synthesis has attracted considerable attention.
[8]
  
Pyranobenzopyran and furanobenzopyran frameworks, containing three fused rings are 
particularly interesting. An appealing approach to the synthesis of these compounds is a 
[4+2] cycloaddition between a hydroxybenzaldimine and a furan, as depicted in Scheme 
4.3. This reaction is catalyzed by phosphoric acid derivatives. There are some recent 
puzzling results which we would like to analyze. In 2010, Rueping and Lin
[9]
 reported the 
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synthesis of the trans-fused furanobenzopyrans (labeled as 4 in Scheme 4.3) through 
inverse-electron-demand (IED) [4+2] cycloaddition of ο-hydroxybenzaldimines 1 with 2,3-
dihydro-2H-furan (DHF) catalyzed by (S)-BINOL-N-triflylphosphoramide. In the same 
year, Fochi and co-workers reported the synthesis of cis-fused furanobenzopyrans (labeled 
as 3 in Scheme 4.3) obtained through an analogous reaction, but catalyzed in this case by 
(S)-BINOL-phosphoric acid.
[10]
 The same reactants and slightly different catalysts 
produced different diastereomers of the product. As can be seen in Scheme 4.3, the 
catalysts are based in an identical (S)-BINOL phosphorus framework, with minor 
differences in the substituents on the binol group and in presence of a NTfH substituent on 
phosphorus for the Rueping system. The origin of this different behavior is not clear, and 








Scheme 4.3 [4+2] cyclization of o-hydroxybenzaldimine with 2,3-dihydro-2H-furan(DHF) 
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4.3 Computational details 
 
Calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 09
[12]
 suite of programs. Structures were 
fully optimized and their natures were characterized by frequency calculations using a two-
layered ONIOM
[11]
 description. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) was used for the high layer, and the 
UFF
[13]
 force field was used for the low layer. The combination of DFT and UFF has 
previously been shown to give excellent results when used to describe reactions catalyzed 
by chiral phosphoric acids derivatives.
[1a,1b,1d]
 The QM/MM partition is shown in Scheme 
4.4. The reactants, the phosphoric acid and the N-triflylphosphoramide moiety were 
included in the high-layer, and the remaining regions of the catalyst were treated as the 
low-layer.  
After the ONIOM geometry optimization, the final energy was obtained by single point 
calculations at the full QM level. The M062x
[14]
/6-31+G(d,p) single point energies in 
solution were calculated based on the ONIOM optimized geometries. The effect of 
solvation was incorporated using the SMD
[15]
 model. Following the experimental data, the 
solvent was toluene for the Fochi system and dichloroethane for the Rueping system. 
MonteCarlo Multiple Minimum (MCMM) conformational searches
[16]
 were used to search 
the conformation of this system in the Macromodel
[17]




                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
Scheme 4.4 QM/MM partition used in the ONIOM calculations. 
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4.4 Isomeric diversity 
 
As shown in Scheme 4.5, [4+2] cyclization of o-hydroxybenzaldimine with 2,3-dihydro-
2H-furan (DHF) can yield four different products, two cis-fused and two trans-fused 
pyranobenzopyrans. The two major experimental products, 3 and 4, have the labels already 
defined in Scheme 4.3, and we have used 3´ and 4´ for the other two. There is also 
isomeric complexity in the reactant, and this will translate into the transition states which 
we want to analyze. There are four main geometries of o-hydroxybenzaldimine (in Scheme 
4.6). There are two sources of isomeric diversity for the reactants. The first of them is the 
N=C bond, which may produce E and Z isomers. And then there is the placement of the 
OH substituent in the phenyl ring, which we have represented by labels 1 and 2. The (Z)-
imine is less stable than (E)-imine according to our calculations, but Himo and 
Goodman
[4b,1b]
 group reported the transition states in which the imine is in Z configuration 
was more stable. Therefore, we should consider both (E) and (Z)-imine for the transition 








Scheme 4.6 o-hydroxybenzaldimine geometries and relative free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in 
gas phase relative to (E)-imine-1 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level.  
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It may seem awkward to assume equilibria involving rotation around a double bond, but 
this can be explained by assuming the intermediacy of the amines represented in Scheme 
4.7. The transformation from imine to amine resembles formally a keto-enol 
interconversion, and has a very low barrier. The reaction is mildly endergonic in gas phase, 
and the transition state is only 0.2 kcal.mol
-1
 above the amine product in gas phase. When 
solvation effects are introduced the transition state ends up below the amine, as indicated 
in Scheme 4.7. This is associated to the lack of optimization in solution, and we interpret it 
as meaning that the transition state is very low. The key numbers are thus the energy 
differences between imine and amine, and they are smaller than 6.0 kcal.mol
-1
 for the most 





Scheme 4.7 The transformation from imine to amine. Geometry optimization at the 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level, single-point energy in toluene (dichloroethane) solution at the 
M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p).  
 
As we will see below, these amines participate in the energy profile, as they allow the 
placement of four electrons in the diene  system. To label their isomeric forms we take 
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into account the arrangement around the N-C1 and C1-C2 bonds (see labels in Scheme 
4.7). The N-C1 bond, formally single, conserves some double bond character, and the 
substituents can be distributed around it on Z or E arrangements. These same arrangements 
also exist for the C1-C2 bond, already formally a double bond. There exist thus four 
isomers of this amine: E1Z2, E1E2, Z1E2, Z1Z2. The first three of them will be considered 
in the calculations that follow. Their relative energies with respect to (E)-imine-1 are 5.0, 
13.3 and 19.5 kcal.mol
-1
 in toluene, respectively. The Z1Z2 isomer was not considered 
because the steric strain increases too much the energy. 
 
4.5 The reaction with the (S)-BINOL-derived phosphoric acid 
catalyst (Fochi system) 
 
4.5.1 Overall reaction pathway 
 
There is little mechanistic information available on this [4+2] cyclization. The most 
remarkable proposal is that put forward by Rueping and Lin, and shown in Scheme 4.8.
[9]
 
The assumption is that an iminium intermediate is formed by protonation from the 
phosphoric acid, but it is unclear how the cycloaddition can take place as the four π 




Scheme 4.8 Mechanistic proposal for the reaction of [4+2] cyclization of o-
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Figure 4.1 Computed free energy profile of the [4+2] cyclization of o-
hydroxybenzaldimine with 2,3-dihydro-2H-furan(DHF) catalyzed by (S)-BINOL-derived 
phosphoric acid. Free energies in toluene relative to the reactants in kcal.mol
-1
. Selected 
distances are given in Å. 
 
We carried out an initial calculation on the system which produced the free energy profile 
presented in Figure 4.1. First the initial imine is transformed into an amine through 
relocation of a hydrogen atom. This has a modest energy cost of 13.3 kcal.mol
-1
. After, the 
phosphoric acid binds to the amine through a strong hydrogen bond (POH-O being 1.49 
Å), resulting in adduct ADD1. In the next step, dehydrofuran (DHF) attacks the amine via 
a transition state with a barrier of 20.6 kcal.mol
-1
 in free energy. In this transition state, the 
new C-C and C-O bonds are made. The resulting adduct ADD2 releases the product and 
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the catalyst with a modest free energy gain of 2.4 kcal.mol
-1
. The overall energy barrier 
just above 20 kcal.mol
-1
 is consistent with the experimental results of the reaction 
occurring at room temperature. The overall exergonicity of 9.7 kcal.mol
-1
 is also consistent 
with experimental result. It is worth noticing that the transition state is an ionic pair, with 
full transfer of the phosphoric acid proton to the reacting system, and that there is one 
single hydrogen bond between the catalyst and the system in this transition state. There are 
of course many isomeric forms of this transition state possible, which will lead to different 
diastereomers and enantiomers of the product. The following sections will present our 
search of these structures. 
 
4.5.2 A preliminary classification of the transition states 
 
We used a systematic approach to search the transition states. It is easier to understand the 
results by outlining first a classification of these transition state structures. We will use for 
this the isomeric forms of the amine intermediates that lead to them, that have been 
discussed above and shown in Scheme 4.7. There are three families of transition states, 




Scheme 4.9 Each isomer of the amine intermediate gives rise to a family of transition 
states  
 
In the E1Z2amine family, the P=O and the P-O-H groups of the catalyst are oriented to 
form two hydrogen bonds with the NH bond and the C=O groups of the amine, resulting in 
a ten-membered hydrogen bonded ring. At the same time, the C=C double bond of the 
DHF attacks the amine to form the pyran ring. In the E1E2amine family, there is a clear 
possibility of hydrogen bond between the P-O-H group of the catalyst and the C=O group 
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of the amine, but the P=O group of the catalyst can only interact with a CH bond. If this 
latter bond could be considered a hydrogen bond, there would be a nine-membered ring. In 
the Z1E2 family, the P=O and P-O-H groups of catalyst are in principle well arranged to 
form two hydrogen bonds with the NH bond and the C=O group of amine, and a ten-
membered ring may be formed. 
 
4.5.3 Transition states leading to product 3 and its enantiomer 3´ 
 
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic presentation of eleven of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 3. Seven of them correspond to the E1Z2amine family, three from the 
E1E2amine family, and one from the Z1E2amine family. The most stable transition state 
from the E1Z2amine family is 3TS-1. It contains a ten-membered ring involving two 
hydrogen bonds. There is a clear hydrogen bond between the P-OH group and the C=O 
group of the amine, involving in fact hydrogen transfer, with PO-H being 1.36 Å and CO-
H being 1.09 Å, respectively. Another hydrogen bond between the P=O group and the NH 
bond of amine seems weak only bond is also observable with a O…H distance of 1.69 Å. 
The transition states from the E1Z2amine family have in any case a minor role in the 
reaction, as they have energies more than 7.3 kcal.mol
-1
 above those of the most stable 
transition state, that comes from family E1E2amine. This is 3TS-8. In 3TS-8, the P-OH 
group forms a strong hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the amine (PO-H 1.36 Å, CO-
H 1.08 Å). This is however the only strong hydrogen bond in this structure. The P=O 
group has only weak long distance interactions with the CH bond of the DHF and the 
phenyl CH bond of the amine. Simultaneously, the C=C bond of DHF attacks the amine to 
form a pyran ring. The eleven-membered hydrogen bonded ring that could be associated to 
family E1E2amine is therefore also absent. For family Z1E2amine, we only show the most 
stable geometry 3TS-11. There are in this case two hydrogen bonds, but they seem to be 
quite weak according to the distances. The P=O group forms a hydrogen bond with the NH 
bond of the amine, and the P-OH group forms a hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the 
amine. The energy of 3TS-11 is also much higher (9.3 kcal mol
-1
) than that of 3TS-8.  
There are two remarkable results in the structures reported in Figure 4.2. The first of them 
is that the lowest energy transition sate 3TS-8 corresponds to the E1E2amine family. This 
is remarkable because this transition state derives from amine E1E2, which was 8.3 
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 in toluene above amine E1Z2 (see Scheme 4.7). The preference for the 
E1E2amine family in the transition state is moreover not minor, with the lowest energy 
transition state (3TS-1) from family E1Z2amine 7.3 kcal.mol
-1
 above 3TS-8. There is 
therefore a very heavy advantage in this transition state that is able to overcome the 
inferior stability of the corresponding amine. The second remarkable aspect in Figure 4.2 
is that the superior stability of 3TS-8 is not associated to its hydrogen bond network. There 
is only one hydrogen bond in the structure, while 3TS-1 has two. Moreover, it seems clear 
from the reported geometrical parameters that hydrogen bonds in 3TS-1 are stronger. The 
reasons for the superior stability of 3TS-8 are associated to dispersion type interactions 
between the catalyst and the substrate, and they will be analyzed in detail later on. 
Figure 4.3 shows a schematic presentation of nine of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 3´. Five of them correspond to the E1Z2 family, three to the E1E2 
family, and one to the Z1E2amine family. The most stable transition state from the 
E1Z2amine family is 3´TS-1. It contains a ten-membered ring including two hydrogen 
bonds. There is a clear hydrogen bond between the P-OH group and the C=O group of the 
amine, involving in fact hydrogen transfer, with PO-H being 1.36 Å and CO-H being 1.08 
Å, respectively. Another hydrogen bond between P=O group and NH bond of amine has a 
O-H distance of 1.85 Å. The transition states from the E1Z2amine family have a minor role 
in the reaction, as they have energies more than 3.3 kcal.mol
-1
 above those of the most 
stable transition state 3´TS-6, that comes from family E1E2amine. In 3´TS-6, the P-OH 
group forms a strong hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the amine (PO-H, 1.49 Å; CO-
H 1.04 Å). This is however the only strong hydrogen bond in this structure. The P=O 
group has only weak long distance interactions with the CH bond of the DHF. For the 
Z1E2amine family, we only show the most stable geometry 3´TS-9. There are in this case 
two hydrogen bonds: the P=O group forms a hydrogen bond with the NH bond of the 
amine, and the P-OH group forms a hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the amine. The 
energy of 3´TS-9 is also much higher (6.7 kcal mol
-1
) than that of 3´TS-6.  
Transition states leading to product 3 (in Figure 4.2) are systematically lower in energy 
than those leading to its enantiomer 3´ (in Figure 4.3). There are however similarities 
between the two sets of transition states. The most stable structures are in family 
E1E2amine, followed by family E1Z2amine, with the Z1E2 amine family having the 
highest energies. This energy ordering in the transition states is remarkable because it is 
contrary to the relative stabilities of the corresponding amines. Amine E1E2 is 8.3 
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 above amine E1Z2 in toluene solution (see Scheme 4.7). This means that the 




Figure 4.2 Main geometries of transition state for product 3 with the Fochi catalyst. 
Relative free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in toluene based on the most stable geometry 3TS-8. 
Selected distances are given in Å.  
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Figure 4.3 Main transition states leading to product 3´ with the Fochi catalyst. Relative 
free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in toluene based on the most stable geometry 3TS-8. Selected 
distances are given in Å  
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4.5.4 Transition states leading to product 4 and its enantiomer 4´ 
 
Figure 4.4 shows a schematic presentation of nine of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 4´. Five of them correspond to the E1Z2amine family, three from the 
E1E2amine family, and one from the Z1E2amine family. The most stable transition state 
from the E1Z2amine family is 4´TS-1. It contains a ten-membered ring including two 
hydrogen bonds. One hydrogen bond is the interaction between the P-OH group and the 
C=O group of the amine, involving in fact hydrogen transfer, with PO-H being 1.43 Å and 
CO-H being 1.06 Å, respectively. Another hydrogen bond is the interaction between a P=O 
group and the NH bond of amine, the O-H distance being 1.61 Å. The most stable 
transition state from the E1E2amine family is 4´TS-6. There is only one strong hydrogen 
bond in this structure. The P-OH group forms a hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the 
amine (PO-H, 1.34 Å; CO-H 1.09 Å). The P=O group has only weak long distance 
interactions with the CH bonds of the DHF. The transition states from the E1E2amine 
family have a minor role in the reaction, as they have energies more than 6.6 kcal.mol
-1
 
above those of the most stable transition state 4´TS-1. For family Z1E2amine, we only 
show the most stable geometry 4´TS-9. There are in this case two hydrogen bonds. The 
energy of 4´TS-9 is much higher (11.7 kcal mol
-1
) than that of 4´TS-1.  
Figure 4.5 shows a schematic presentation of nine of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 4. Five of them correspond to the E1Z2amine family, three from the 
E1E2amine family, and one from the Z1E2amine family. The most stable transition state 
from the E1Z2amine family is 4TS-1. It contains a ten-membered ring structure including 
two hydrogen bonds. One hydrogen bond is the interaction between the P-OH group and 
the C=O group of the amine, involving in fact hydrogen transfer, with PO-H being 1.41 Å 
and CO-H being 1.06 Å, respectively. Another hydrogen bond is the interaction between 
P=O group and NH bond of amine, the PO-H distance being 1.80 Å. The most stable 
transition state from the E1E2amine family is 4TS-6. There is only one hydrogen bond in 
this structure, that between the P-OH group in the catalyst and a C=O group in the amine 
(PO-H, 1.32 Å; CO-H 1.10 Å). The P=O group has only weak long distance interactions 
with the CH bond of the DHF. The transition states from the E1E2amine family have a 
minor role in the reaction, as they have energies more than 7.0 kcal.mol
-1
 above those of 
the most stable transition state 4TS-1. For family Z1E2amine, we only show the most 
stable geometry 4TS-9. There are in this case two hydrogen bonds. The relative energy of  
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Figure 4.4 Main transition states leading to product 4´ with the Fochi catalyst. Relative 
free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in toluene based on the most stable geometry 3TS-8. Selected 
distances are given in Å  
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Figure 4.5 Main transition states leading to product 4 with the Fochi catalyst. Relative free 
energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in toluene based on the most stable geometry 3TS-8. Selected 
distances are given in Å  
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4TS-9 is even higher (8.7 kcal mol
-1
). 
Transition states leading to 4 have a lower energy than those going to 4´. There is in any 
case a shared pattern between both sets, as the more stable transition states come always 
from the E1Z2amine family. Remarkably, this is not happened for transition states leading 
to 3 and 3´, which have been discussed in the previous section, where the E1E2amine 
family was systematically preferred. There is thus a different balance between hydrogen 
bonds and  interactions in the different sets of transition states. 
 
4.5.5 The origin of selectivity in the Fochi system 
 
In this section, we will compare the structures and energies of the most stable transition 
states leading to each of the four products, as their relative stabilities are the key to the 
reaction selectivity. These transition states are 3TS-8, 3´TS-6, 4´TS-1 and 4TS-1 (Figure 
4.6). Their relative energies are 0.0, 1.6, 2.4 and 2.4 kcal.mol
-1
 respect to 3TS-8. These 
energy differences correspond to an enantiomeric excess of 87% and a diastereomeric 
excess of 97% in favour of product 3. The experimental results show an er value of 83:17 
(ee value of 66%) and only one diastereoisomer was detected (de 100%), see Scheme 4.3. 
The agreement between the experimental ee and de values and the computational ones is 
thus quite reasonable. 
Figure 4.6 presents the four key transition states in this reaction. From inspection of these 
geometries, it is clear that the key to selectivity is not in the hydrogen-bond networks. 
3TS-8 and 3´TS-6 have only one hydrogen bond, albeit strong, while 4´TS-1 and 4TS-1 
have two. Although the hydrogen bond is weaker in 3TS-8, 3TS-8 is the lowest energy 
transition state in the Fochi system.  
Since the key to selectivity is not in the hydrogen bonds, we decided to examine other 
geometrical features. Two important sources of non-covalent interactions are the  and 
the CH interactions. The hydroxybenzaldimine substrate has two aromatic rings, and the 
furan is also a mostly planar ring. The rings in the substrates are thus able to interact with 
the phenyl rings in the two triphenylsilyl substituents of the catalyst. It is not simple to 
fully characterize these interactions from a structural view, as they depend on the distance 
between the rings, their relative orientations and their degree of overlap. However, a first 
impression of their importance can be obtained by tabulating the shortest distances 
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between the rings in the substrates and those in the catalyst. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Structure of the most stable transition state leading to each of the four possible 
products. Relative free energies in toluene (kcal.mol
-1
) are based on the most stable 
geometry 3TS-8. Selected distances are given in Å.  
 
 
Table 4.1 Shortest ring-ring distances (Å) for the key transition states in the reaction with 
the Fochi system. Relative energies are also provided in kcal.mol
-1 
 3TS-8 3'TS-6 4'TS-1 4TS-1 
G 0.0 1.6 2.4 2.4 
N-ring 3.44 3.52 3.49 3.44 
O-ring 3.35 3.51 3.70 3.56 
Furan 3.50 3.29 3.64 3.50 
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We have collected in Table 4.1 the shortest ring-ring contacts between substrates and 
catalyst. Hydroxybenzaldimine has two aromatic rings (see for instance compound 1 in 
Scheme 4.3). We label the one that is directly bound to nitrogen as N-ring, and the one that 
contains the hydroxyl group that is afterwards deprotonated as O-ring. We have measured 
the shortest C-C distance between each of these two rings and the phenyl rings of the 
substrate. We have also repeated the operation for furan, which is the other reactant. All C-
C values collected in Table 4.1 are between 3 and 4 Å. This may seem long but it is in 
agreement with the optimal distance obtained from high level calculations on the benzene 
dimer,
[19]
 which is 3.9 Å for the sandwich configuration, leading to an attractive interaction 
energy of 1.8 kcal.mol
-1
. The structural features are also in agreement with the empirical 
observation
[20]
 of distances in the range 3.3-3.6 Å between aromatic rings in crystal 
structures. The main interactions are depicted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, where the interacting 
phenyl rings in the catalyst have been highlighted. 
A structural pattern can be recognized which agrees with the energy order of the transition 
states. The shortest distances between the aromatic rings of hydroxybenzaldimine (N-ring 
and O-ring) and the substrate correspond to 3TS-8, which has the lowest energy. The 
distance associated to the furan ring is larger, but interactions with this non-aromatic ring 
should be weaker. The analysis of the data for the other three transition states is more 
complicated, but their energies are in a small range of 0.8 kcal.mol
-1
.  
We conclude thus that the preferred formation of compound 3 is associated to the presence 
more favorable  interactions in the corresponding transition state. The selectivity is 
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Figure 4.7 The views of 3TS-8 and 3´TS-6. Selected distances are given in Å. 
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Figure 4.8 The views of 4´TS-1 and 4TS-1. Selected distances are given in Å. 
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4.6 The reaction with the (S)-BINOL-derived catalyst N-
triflylphosphoramide (Rueping system) 
 
4.6.1 Overall reaction pathway 
 
We carried out an initial calculation on the system which produced the free energy profile 
in Figure 4.9. It is similar to that described above for the Fochi system. First the initial 
imine is transformed into an amine through relocation of a hydrogen atom, with a modest 
energy cost of 3.6 kcal.mol
-1
. After, NH bond of the catalyst binds to the amine through a 
strong hydrogen bond (NTfH-O being 1.59 Å), resulting in adduct ADD1new. In the next 
step, dehydrofuran (DHF) attacks the amine via a transition state with a barrier of 12.1 
kcal.mol
-1
 in free energy. In this transition state, the new C-C and C-O bonds are made. 
The resulting adduct ADD2new releases the product and the catalyst with a modest free 
energy gain of 7.1 kcal.mol
-1
. The overall energy barrier just 12.1 kcal.mol
-1
 is consistent 
with the experimental results of the reaction occurring at -10
0
C temperature. The overall 
exergonicity of 11.8 kcal.mol
-1 
is also consistent with experimental result. The transition 
state is an ionic pair, with full transfer N-triflylphosphoramide proton to the reacting 
system, and that there is one hydrogen bond between the catalyst and the system in this 
transition state. There are also many isomeric forms of this transition state possible, which 
will lead to different diastereomers and enantiomers of the product. The rest of this section 
will present our search of these structures for Rueping system, as well as the analysis of the 
most stable ones.  
 
4.6.2 A preliminary classification of the transition states 
 
We will use of the Rueping system the same labeling scheme defined above for the Fochi 
system. We will omit the calculation of the Z1E2amine family of transition states, because 
it always had the highest energy. Two families of transition states will thus be computed, 
those present in Scheme 4.10, E1Z2amine and E1E2amine. The only qualitative difference 
between the Fochi and Rueping systems is that in the latter one of the potential hydrogen 
bond donors is NTf-H. We will use the "new" label in the transition states for the Rueping 
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system to distinguish them from those in the Fochi system.  
 
Figure 4.9 Computed free energy profile of the [4+2] cyclization of o-
hydroxybenzaldimine with 2,3-dihydro-2H-furan(DHF) catalyzed by (S)-BINOL-derived 
N-triflylphosphoramide. Free energies in dichloroethane relative to the reactants in 
kcal.mol
-1
. Selected distances are given in Å. 
 
 
Scheme 4.10 Each isomer of the amine intermediate gives rise to a family of transition 
states.  
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4.6.3 Transition states leading to product 3 and its enantiomer 3´ 
 
Figure 4.10 shows a schematic presentation of seven of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 3. Four of them correspond to the E1Z2amine family, three to the 
E1E2amine family. The most stable transition state from the E1Z2amine family is 
3TSnew-4. It has only one hydrogen bond, that between the NTfH and C=O groups. This 
interaction involves in fact a hydrogen transfer, with NTf-H being 1.54 Å and CO-H being 
1.04 Å, respectively. The P=O group has only weak long distance interactions with the CH 
bond of the DHF. Remarkably, 3TSnew-4 has an energy significantly lower (by 3.7 
kcal.mol
-1
) than 3TSnew-1, which is in the same E1E2amine family but has two hydrogen 
bonds. 3TSnew-1 has an interaction between NTfH and C=O similar to that on 3TSnew-4, 
and has besides a hydrogen bond between the P=O group in the catalyst and the NH bond 
of amine, the O-H distance being 1.95 Å. The most stable transition state from family 
E1E2amine, and the preferred one among those leading to product 3, is 3TSnew-7. In 
3TSnew-7, the NTfH group forms a single hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the 
amine (NTf-H 1.56 Å, CO-H 1.04 Å).  
The relative energies reported in Figure 4.10 are clear proof that hydrogen bonds are not 
the key to the stability of these transition states. The most stable transition state (relative 
energy of 0.8 kcal.mol
-1
) is 3TSnew-7 with only one hydrogen bond. The most stable 
transition state in the E1Z2amine family, 3TSnew-4 (relative energy of 2.9 kcal.mol
-1
) has 
also a single hydrogen bond. In contrast, the lowest energy transition state with two 
hydrogen bonds is 3TSnew-1, also in family E1Z2 amine, with an energy of 6.6 kcal.mol
-1
. 
The reasons for the superior stability of 3TSnew-7 are associated to dispersion type 
interactions between the catalyst and the substrate, and they will be analyzed in detail in 
section 4.6.5. 
Figure 4.11 shows a schematic presentation of six of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 3´. Three of them correspond to the E1Z2amine family and three from 
the E1E2amine family. The most stable transition state from the E1Z2amine family is 
3´TSnew-1. There is a clear hydrogen bond between the NTf-H group and the C=O group 
of the amine, involving in fact hydrogen transfer, with NTf-H being 1.60 Å and CO-H 
being 1.02 Å, respectively. A potential hydrogen bond between P=O group and NH bond 
of amine is very weak, the O-H distance being 2.15 Å. The most stable transition state 
from the E1E2amine family is 3´TSnew-6. In 3´TSnew-6, the NTfH group forms a single 
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hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the amine (NTf-H, 1.56 Å; CO-H 1.03 Å). The P=O 
group has only weak long distance interactions with the CH bond of the DHF.  
Transition states leading to product 3 are systematically lower in energy than those leading 
to product 3´, but a same pattern is followed in the two sets. The E1E2amine family is 
always favored with respect to the E1Z2amine family.  
 
 
Figure 4.10 Main transition states leading to product 3 with the Rueping catalyst. Relative 
free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in dichloroethane based on the most stable geometry 4TSnew-1. 
Selected distances are given in Å.  
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Figure 4.11 Main transition states leading to product 3´ with the Rueping catalyst. Relative 
free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in dichloroethane based on the most stable geometry 4TSnew-1. 
Selected distances are given in Å. 
 
4.6.4 Transition states leading to product 4 and its enantiomer 4´ 
 
Figure 4.12 shows a schematic presentation of seven of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 4´. Three of them correspond to the E1Z2amine family, and four from 
the E1E2amine family. The most stable transition state from the E1Z2amine family is 
4´TSnew-3. It has only one hydrogen bond, that between the NTfH group and the C=O 
group of the amine, involving in fact hydrogen transfer, with NTf-H being 1.55 Å and CO-
H being 1.04 Å, respectively. The P=O group has only weak long distance interactions 
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with the CH bond of the DHF. 4´TSnew-1 contains a ten-membered ring including two 
hydrogen bonds but has a higher energy (5.0 vs 3.2 kcal.mol
-1
). The most stable transition 
state from the E1E2amine family is 4´TSnew-7. It has also only one strong hydrogen bond, 
that of the NTfH group with the C=O group of the amine (NTfH 1.60 Å, CO-H 1.03 Å). 
The P=O group has only weak long distance interactions with the CH bond of the DHF. 
The transition states from the E1E2amine family have a minor role in the reaction, as they 
have energies more than 3.3 kcal.mol
-1
 above those of the most stable transition state 
4´TSnew-3, that comes from the E1Z2amine family. 
Figure 4.13 shows a schematic presentation of seven of the lower energy transition states 
leading to product 4. Three of them correspond to the E1Z2amine family, and four to the 
E1E2amine family. The most stable transition state from the E1Z2amine family is 
4TSnew-1, which is also the transition state with the lowest energy of those involved in the 
Rueping system, thus leading to the major product. There is only one hydrogen bond in  
4TSnew-1, that between the NTfH group and the C=O group of the amine, involving a 
hydrogen transfer, with NTf-H being 1.82 Å and CO-H being 1.00 Å, respectively. The 
P=O group has very weak hydrogen bond with NH bond of amine being 2.86 Å.  
The most stable transition state from the E1E2amine family is 4TSnew-7. This structure 
has also only one hydrogen bond. The NTfH group connects with the C=O group of the 
amine (NTf-H 1.58 Å, CO-H 1.03 Å). The P=O group has only weak long distance 
interactions with the CH bond of the DHF. The transition states from the E1E2amine 
family have a minor role in the reaction, as they have energies more than 4.1 kcal.mol
-1
 
above those of the most stable transition state 4TSnew-1.  
The joint analysis of the transition states leading to 4´ and 4 summarized in Figures 4.12 
and 4.13 shows a pattern where the lower energy structures come from the E1Z2amine 
family. This is in contrast to what happened for the transition states leading to 3 and 3´, 
discussed in the section above, where the E1E2amine family was favored. The Rueping 
system shows thus an identical pattern to that of the Fochi system discussed above (section 
4.5) in terms of the family of transition states favored for each of the four products. The 
difference between both systems is of course in the relative energy of the transition states 
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Figure 4.12 Main transition states leading to product 4´ with the Rueping catalyst. Relative 
free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in dichloroethane based on the most stable geometry 4TSnew-1. 
Selected distances are given in Å. 
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Figure 4.13 Main transition states leading to product 4 with the Rueping catalyst. Relative 
free energies (kcal.mol
-1
) in dichloroethane based on the most stable geometry 4TSnew-1. 
Selected distances are given in Å. 
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4.6.5 The origin of selectivity in the Rueping system 
 
The key transition states are the most stable ones leading to each of the four possible 
products. These transition states are 3TSnew-7, 3´TSnew-6, 4´TSnew-3 and 4TSnew-1 
(Figure 4.14). Their relative energies are 0.8, 4.7, 3.2 and 0.0 kcal.mol
-1
. These energy 
differences represent an enantiomeric excess of 99 % and a diastereomeric excess of 59% 
in favour of product 4. The experimental results show an er value of 96:4 (ee value of 92%) 
and a dr value of 2.7:1 (de value of 46%), see Scheme 4.3. Again there is good agreement 




Figure 4.14 Structure of the most stable transition states leading to each of the four 
possible products. Relative free energies in dichloroethane (kcal.mol
-1
) based on the most 
stable geometry 4TSnew-1. Selected distances are given in Å. 
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As was the case for the Fochi system, the hydrogen networks, although structurally 
relevant, do not correlate with the relative energies. Because of this, we decided to 
examine again the ring-ring interactions following the same scheme reported above for the 
Fochi system. In the Rueping system, the interactions are with the phenanthryl rings 
instead of triphenylsilyl substituents, but the overall analysis is similar. The results are 
summarized in Table 4.2, and the key interactions are highlighted in Figures 4.15 and 
4.16. 
 
Table 4.2 Shortest ring-ring distances (Å) for the key transition states in the reaction with 
the Rueping system. Relative energies are also provided in kcal.mol
-1
 
 3TSnew-7 3'TSnew-6 4'TSnew-1 4TSnew-1 
G 0.8 4.7 3.2 0.0 
N-ring 3.36 4.29 3.59 3.78 
O-ring 3.40 3.56 3.59 3.36 
Furan 5.29 4.76(3.69) 4.60(3.49) 3.89 
 
In Table 4.2, there are two values for the ring-ring distance associated to furan for the 
cases of 3´TSnew-6 and 4´TSnew-1. The value in parenthesis is shorter, but corresponds 
to a C-C interaction between rings that are not in a parallel orientation (see Figure 4.15 
and 4.16), and involving one of the CH2 groups, instead of the CH group as was the case 
for the other systems. Because of this, we consider this interaction not significant, and we 
concentrate on the shortest distance involving the CH carbon. If we take this into account, 
there is again agreement between ring-ring distances and relative energies. The only 
transition state with distances below 4.0 Å for all three substrate rings is 4TSnew-1, which 
leads to major product 4. The interaction with the furan ring, although likely less important 
because it is not aromatic, is completely absent in the other three transition states, and has 
thus a discriminating role. The shortest distances associated to the N-ring and O-ring 
systems are associated to transition state 3TSnew-7, with an energy 0.8 kcal.mol-1 above 
4TSnew-1. The other two transition states have higher energies above 3.0 kcal.mol
-1
 as 
they do not have the furan interaction and longer contacts with hydroxybenzaldimine.  
Selectivity with the Rueping catalyst is thus associated again to the attractive  
interactions between substrate and catalyst. 
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Figure 4.15 The views of 3TSnew-7 and 3´TSnew-6. Selected distances are given in Å. 
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Figure 4.16 The views of 4TSnew-1 and 4´TSnew-3. Selected distances are given in Å. 
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4.7 Comparison between the two catalysts 
 
We have shown in the previous sections that we can reproduce the selectivity of the 
cycloaddition reaction under study for both catalysts, and explain the origin of this 
selectivity as a function of the  interactions between catalyst and substrates in the key 
transition state. We will analyze now the difference between the two systems. If the 
interactions ruling the selectivity are similar in both systems, why is 3 the preferred 
product with the Fochi catalyst, and 4 is the preferred product with the Rueping catalyst?  
 
Table 4.3 Comparison between the key transition states for the Fochi and Rueping 
systems. Relative energies are in kcal.mol
-1
. Shortest ring-ring distances in Å. Dihedral 
angle in degrees. Atomic labels for the definition of the dihedral angle taken from Figures 
4.17 and 4.18. X is O2 in Fochi system, N in Rueping system. 
 3TS-8 4TS-1 3TSnew-7 4TSnew-1 
G 0.0 2.4 0.8 0.0 
N-ring 3.44 3.44 3.36 3.78 
O-ring 3.35 3.56 3.40 3.36 
Furan 3.50 3.50 5.29 3.89 
O1-P-X-H -36.5 12.7 54.1 43.8 
 
 
The similarities and differences between the best transition states leading to product 3 and 
4 with both catalysts are analyzed in this section. Their structures are presented in Figure 
4.17 and 4.18 and their structures are compared in Table 4.3. Most of the information in 
Table 4.3 is a summary from what had been reported above in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The 
differences in stability can be related to differences in the ring-ring distances, as discussed 
above. When comparing the ring-ring distances in both distances, the largest difference is 
in the distance involving the furan ring in 3TSnew-7. This is the only case where this 
distance is above 4.0 Å, and it goes as far as 5.29 Å, clearly indicating the absence of this 
interaction. The distribution of distances involving N-ring and O-ring is similar in both 
cases. The different behavior between both catalysts can be thus traced down to the furan 
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ring-ring distance in 3TSnew-7. The lack of this interaction destabilizes the formation of 
product 3 in the Rueping system that as a result gives 4 as the major product.  
The reason why the furan interaction is absent in 3TSnew-7 is likely related to the values 
of the O1-P-X-H dihedrals, also collected in Table 4.3, and explained in Figures 4.17 and 
4.18. This dihedral angle is similar for the Rueping catalyst transition states 3TSnew-7 
(54.1) and 4TSnew-1 (43.8). But the values are diverse for the Fochi catalysts 3TS-8 (-
36.5) and 4TS-1(12.7). If we inspect the structures in Figure 4.17, it becomes apparent 
that the dihedral of O1-P-N-H cannot be changed freely because of Tf group. If we change 
the O1-P-N-H dihedral from 54.1 to -36.5, the resulting structure will be sterically hindered 
as the Tf group would be too close to a phenanthryl group of the catalyst. Therefore, we 
cannot improve 3TSnew-7 geometry to become more similar to 3TS-8. This is the reason 
why the Fochi system reaches product 3, but the Rueping system does not, and yields 
instead product 4.  
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Figure 4.17 Best transition states leading to product 3 in each of the systems. Selected 
distances are given in Å.  
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Figure 4.18 Best transition states leading to product 4 in each of the systems. Selected 
distances are given in Å.  
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The pathways for the [4+2] cyclization reaction leading to furanobenzopyrans catalyzed by 
the two phosphoric acid derivatives considered are the same. First the initial imine is 
transformed into an amine through transfer of a hydrogen atom. After, the catalyst binds to 
the amine through a strong hydrogen bond, resulting in an adduct. In the next step, 
dehydrofuran (DHF) attacks this adduct to produce a transition state with low free energy 
barriers, where the new C-C and C-O bonds are made. The resulting adduct releases the 
product and the catalyst.  
The transition state for the attack of DHF on the adduct controls the selectivity of the 
process. Hydrogen bonds play a critical role on the structure of the transition state, but 
their strength does not rule the selectivity. The lowest energy transition states have one 
hydrogen bond, while some higher energy transition states have two hydrogen bonds of 
similar strength. The selectivity is instead controlled by attractive ring-ring interactions 
between catalysts and substrates. The lower energy transition states have more interactions, 
or shorter (thus likely stronger) ones. 
The difference between the (S)-BINOL-derived phosphoric acid (Fochi system), leading to 
a cis-fused furanobenzopyran, and the (S)-BINOL--derived N-triflylphosphoramide system 
(Rueping system), leading to a trans-fused furanobenzopyran, has been reproduced and 
explained. The presence of the triflyl substituent on the nitrogen atom of the Rueping 
system constrains the possible orientations of the hydrogen atom on this same atom, and as 
a result precludes the optimal orientation of the furan ring that led to the stabilization of the 
key transition state in the Fochi system leading to the cis-fused product. The cis-fused 
product being disfavored because of this constraint, the trans-fused product is formed with 
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We have studied three different organocatalytic processes leading to chiral products with 
density functional theory (DFT) and density functional theory / molecular mechanics 
(DFT/MM) methods and we have been able to obtain a reasonable agreement with 
experimental results, and to provide qualitative explanations for the origin of 
enantioselectivity in each of the cases.  
 
The computational study of enantioselective organocatalysis closely resembles that of 
enantioselective transition metal catalysis, but there are some significant nuances. In first 
place, the electronic description of the organocatalytic system is in principle easier, 
although the introduction of dispersion corrections is mandatory, as in any process where 
steric interactions may play an important role. In second place, the problems related to 
isomeric and conformational complexity are much more critical in organocatalysis. The 
density of available isomers, conformational or not, available at low energy is much higher, 
and this poses a severe strain in the effort that has to be made to obtain quantitatively 
accurate energy barriers.  
 
We have characterized the mechanism of the Friedel–Crafts (FC) reaction between ethyl 
3,3,3-trifluoromethylpyruvate and indole catalyzed by water plus the iridium complex (
5
–
C5Me5) Ir {(R)–Prophos} (Prophos = propane–1,2–diylbis(diphenylphosphane). The 
catalytic role of the metal complex is the modulation of the acid/base properties of the 
coordinated water, and the water molecule acts as a proton donor and acceptor. It is thus an 
organocatalytic process, as the transition metal complex is a spectator that never interacts 
directly with the substrate. We have been also able to explain the origin of the the 
enantioselectivity of the process, which is a result of a subtle combination of the non-
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covalent interactions, both attractive and repulsive, between catalyst and substrate, that 
favor the transition state leading to the major product.  
 
We have been able to clarify the mechanism of the intramolecular aldol reaction leading to 
Wieland-Miescher ketones catalyzed by N-Ts-(Sa)-binam-L-prolinamide in the presence of 
carboxylic acids. It follows the general trends of the mechanism with proline, with the 
important caveat that the presence of a carboxylic acid as co-catalyst is mandatory to 
increase the reaction rate, as it participates in the rate-determining initial steps; but has no 
effect on the enantioselectivity, which is decided afterward. The origin of the 
enantioselectivity of the reaction is based on the rigidity of the catalyst, which has two 
anchoring points for the substrate, the C=N double bond in the enamine intermediate, and 
the N-H...O hydrogen bonds between catalyst and substrate. The substrate has to distort to 
bind properly to these anchoring points, and this distortion is smaller for the transition state 
leading to the favored enantiomer. 
 
The mechanism for the [4+2] cyclization reaction between o-hydroxybenzaldimine and 
2,3-dihydro-2H-furan leading to furanobenzopyrans catalyzed by phosphoric acid 
derivatives has been clarified. The new C-C and C-O bonds are made in a single transition 
state, which is where the selectivity of the process is decided. Hydrogen bonds play a 
critical role on the structure of the transition state, but they do not rule the selectivity, 
which is instead controlled by attractive ring-ring interactions between catalysts and 
substrates. The experimental difference between the (S)-BINOL-derived phosphoric acid 
ester catalyst, leading to a cis-fused furanobenzopyran, and the N-triflylphosphoramide-
derived system, leading to a trans-fused furanobenzopyran, has been reproduced and 
explained. The presence of the triflyl substituent on the nitrogen atom of the 
triflylphosphoramide-derived system constrains the possible orientations of the hydrogen  
on this same center, and as a result precludes the optimal orientation of the furan ring that 
led to the stabilization of the key transition state with the other catalyst.  
 
The whole body of work in this thesis confirms the power of computational chemistry for 
the study of chiral organocatalysis. It also gives insight into the different mechanisms by 
which enantioselectivity can be transmitted in organocatalysis, from the usual steric 
interactions between catalyst and substrate to the less frequent key role of catalyst rigidity 
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observed in the prolinamide system. The field of computational enantioselective 
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